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ABSTRACT

Synthetic biology is applying engineering concepts to biological processes to enable genetic circuit designs, among other applications. As more biological parts are being discovered, it is vital to have an automated procedure to allow complex circuit designs to be built. Technology mapping is a set of procedures that maps biological components to a design specification. Current technology mapping frameworks for genetic circuits are used to design combinational circuits. This dissertation illustrates the process of building an automated workflow for a technology mapping framework to design asynchronous sequential genetic circuits. An automated process to create a library of gates for logic and memory circuits is described to construct gates from DNA parts retrieved from a standardize data repository. Genetic constraints address what parts can be mapped to the design specification when the gates and designs are constructed. The proposed automaton workflow begins with a specification provided in a formal design language, such as Verilog. The input design specification is converted into a genetic regulatory network represented using the Synthetic Biology Open Language (SBOL). The network is decomposed into base functions (NOR gates, inverters, and genetic toggle switches) and matching and covering algorithms are performed to produce the output design. The output design is converted to the Systems Biology Markup Language (SBML) data format for testing and simulation. The outcome of this work provides the synthetic biology community insights on how asynchronous sequential circuit designs can be built through an automated procedure to perform technology mapping from libraries composed of logic gates and memory circuits.
For my parents.
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1.1 A high-level overview of an EDA workflow to build an electronic circuit. First, the behavior of a circuit is described in a high-level descriptive language. The behavioral design is then synthesized to a structural design that describes a gate-level description. Technology mapping is performed to produce a layout of what electronic components are needed to physically build the circuit. Verification is performed to ensure the layout of the physical design meets the requirement of the specification described in the behavioral design. ................................................................. 2

1.2 This figure shows a high-level GDA workflow. This GDA workflow is similar to the EDA workflow except the physical design generates DNA sequences. . . . 3

1.3 This workflow is illustrated using a genetic toggle switch design. The workflow starts off with an asynchronous design specified using behavioral Verilog. Next, the ATACS asynchronous design tool synthesizes logic equations represented using structural Verilog. The synthesized circuit is then realized as a physical design by a technology mapping procedure that selects gates from a SBOL encoded gate library stored in a SynBioHub repository. In order to verify the workflow, a model is generated and simulations are performed to verify that the design displays the expected behavior. ......................... 7

2.1 This figure shows the difference between an asynchronous and a synchronous S-R latch and a waveform illustrating the behavior of both circuits after they have been initialized for simulation. The S-R latch is a level-sensitive circuit designed asynchronously for storing information when there is a change on the input signals. The clocked S-R latch is a level-sensitive circuit designed synchronously for storing information based on a clock level. Set, $S$, and Reset, $R$, are input signals used for setting the circuit’s data value. $\bar{Q}_A$ is the inverse signal of $Q_A$ and are both represented as output signals to show what data value is currently stored within the S-R latch. The same can be said for $Q_S$ and $\bar{Q}_S$. $Q_A$ and $\bar{Q}_S$ are simplified in the waveform as the LOW state of $Q_A$ and $Q_S$. The behavior of the clocked S-R latch is identical to that of the S-R latch except that the output signal is governed by a clock, $CLK$, signal. In other words, the output signals for $Q_S$ and $\bar{Q}_S$ are designed in this circuit to update when $CLK$ is HIGH. The red signals that go HIGH on $S$ is a glitch that appeared for a short duration and causes $Q_A$ to go HIGH unexpectedly. The clocked S-R latch is able to avoid this glitch because the input signal was not stable before $CLK$ could capture this information. The S-R latch, however, encounters the glitch as a change in the input signal and produced an invalid output signal. ................................................................. 12
2.2 A *NOT* gate and a *NOR* gate represented as a genetic circuit. The symbol of the logic gate is shown on the left. A listing of all possible combinations of the gate’s input signals (X, X₀, and X₁) mapped to the output signal, Y, is shown in the Boolean table at the center. A design of a genetic circuit that behaves similarly to that of its logic gate are shown on the right. These genetic circuits are made of transcriptional units that undergoes the process of transcription and translation to transform DNA to protein. A transcriptional unit is composed of promoters, *Pro*, ribosome binding sites, RBS, coding sequences CDS, and terminators, *Ter*. The encoded protein translated from CDS is illustrated in both genetic circuits as protein Y and are represented as the output protein for the circuit. The production of the output protein Y can be controlled by proteins that can bind to the transcriptional unit through repression or activation of the promoter. These proteins are referred to as transcription factors acting as input proteins to a genetic circuit and are represented in this example as X, X₀, and X₁. X, repressing *Pro* in the *NOT* gate example, prevents the production of the Y protein. If X is removed, this allows for protein Y to be produced. The same concept applies for building a genetic circuit that behaves similarly to a *NOR* gate. The presence of X₀ and X₁ represses *Pro*. As long as one input protein is present, the output protein Y cannot be produced. If both input proteins are removed, then protein Y is produced.

2.3 A genetic toggle switch is a genetic circuit that behaves similarly to that of an S-R latch. The genetic toggle switch shown in this example is composed of a transcriptional unit that primarily produces a LacI protein and a TetR protein. The *green fluorescent protein* (GFP) serves as an output reporter to indicate when the TetR protein is produced. Both the LacI protein and the TetR protein can mutually repress each other through the negative feedback loops that affect the production of its counter protein. This means that, when a LacI protein is produced, the pLac promoter is repressed, thus preventing the production of a TetR protein. Likewise, if a TetR protein is produced, the pTet promoter is repressed and no LacI protein is produced. The LacI protein and the TetR protein can be controlled by IPTG and aTc to switch between states of the two proteins. IPTG and aTc are small molecules that act as input sensors for controlling the production of the LacI and TetR protein. When IPTG is applied, it forms a complex with the LacI protein and acts as an inhibitor to the LacI protein. If the LacI protein is repressed, the pLac promoter is free to synthesize the TetR protein. Similarly, when aTc is applied, it forms a complex with the TetR protein and acts as an inhibitor to the TetR protein. If the TetR protein is repressed, the pTet promoter is free to synthesize the LacI protein. If both input sensors for IPTG and aTc are removed, then the genetic toggle switch produces whatever output protein that was synthesized in its previous state.
2.4 A genetic toggle switch modeled hierarchically using SBOL visual symbols to represent the SBOL data model. The circuit and its inverters are described using SBOL ModuleDefinitions. Instantiation of the LacI Inverter and TetR Inverter as referred to in SBOL as Modules. These Modules are connected through the use of SBOL MapsTo. The DNA, small molecules, proteins, and their complexes that are shown in this example are described in SBOL as ComponentDefinitions. Instantiations of these ComponentDefinition within a ModuleDefinition are referred to as FunctionalComponents. ComponentDefinitions can also be instantiated onto other ComponentDefinitions as SBOL Components to construct a transcriptional unit that is shown in the LacI Inverter and TetR Inverter. SBOL Interactions are used to specify the relationship between FunctionalComponents such as the forming of a complex between aTc and TetR and IPTG and LacI. SBOL Interactions are used in the LacI Inverter and TetR Inverter to represent the inhibition of TetR repressing pTet and LacI repressing pLac. SBOL Interactions are also used in both inverters to indicate the production of the LacI protein, TetR protein, and GFP protein.

2.5 A genetic toggle switch modeled hierarchically and is visualized using SBGN graphical symbols to describe the SBML data model. The Genetic Toggle Switch is represented as an SBML Model. The LacI Inverter and TetR Inverter are created as SBML ModelDefinitions and are instantiated inside of the Genetic Toggle Switch as SubModels. Replacement and ReplacedBy are used for connecting the elements within the Genetic Toggle Switch and the inverters. Small molecules, proteins, complexes, and nucleic acid that are shown in this example are represented as SBML Species. The forming of a complex between aTc and TetR and IPTG and LacI is described as SBML Reactions. In these type of Reactions, the complexes are referred to as the Products and the small molecules and the protein used to form the complex are referred to as Modifiers. SBML Reactions are also used to describe the LacI protein, TetR protein, and GFP protein produced when TetR protein is not inhibiting the pTet promoter and the LacI protein is not repressing the pLac promoter. The TetR protein repressing the pTet promoter and the LacI protein repressing the pLac promoter are referred to as Modifiers in their Reactions. The LacI protein, TetR protein, and GFP proteins produced in their Reactions are represented as Products.
2.6 This is a high-level diagram of the genetic circuit design workflow supported by iBioSIM. The red arrows indicate the flow between the different software components and dotted lines indicate the output of each step that is then used by the proceeding software component in the workflow. First, genetic parts encoded using SBOL are fetched from SYNBioHUB using the SBOLDESIGNER plugin to construct the DNA-level design encoded using SBOL. Next, the DNA design is augmented with interaction data using the VIRTUAL PARTS model generator, and the functional SBOL is converted into an SBML model. The resulting mathematical model can then be refined and parameters configured using iBioSIM’s model editor. The SBML model can be analyzed in iBioSIM as described by an associated SED-ML document. The data created for the SBOL parts, the SBML model, and the analysis can be shared and documented by uploading these artifacts to SYNBioHUB as a COMBINE archive.

3.1 The data workflow demonstrates how a behavioral Verilog is synthesized into a structural Verilog. ATACS is an asynchronous synthesis tool used in this workflow for transforming a high-level behavioral design into a hazard-free structural design. The structural Verilog is transformed into SBOL at the end so that physical biological parts can be realized onto the structural design. A mapping of the four data formats supported in the proposed workflow is shown under Data Conversion. The green label represents the terminologies that are supported from SBOL data model, the orange labels represent the Verilog constructs that are used for designing an asynchronous genetic circuit, the blue labels represent the elements that are supported from the SBML data model, and the white label with black boarders represents terminologies that are supported within ATACS for building an LPN model.

3.2 Specification of an S-R latch expressed in the Verilog language. This design style follows that of a Mealy machine in which the output signal is calculated based on the current inputs and the current state that was sensed. The InitialBlock is executed at the beginning to set the initial state and the output signals of the circuit. The AlwaysBlock is executed afterwards by first waiting on the desired input signals to become true before the circuit kickstarts and performs operations to produce an output signal. When the input signal matches what the circuit expects, then the output signal \( q \) is updated based on what input signals were sensed. The state of the circuit is updated after setting the output signal to reflect what the current output signal is set to in response to the input signals that were detected.

3.3 Testbench of an S-R latch expressed in Verilog. Variations of input signals are set to test the assignment of the output signal \( q \) produced from the specification. The output signal is asserted through WaitStatements. If the output signal \( q \) produces an invalid value, then the WaitStatements is locked in that state and further input signal variations are prevented from changing.
3.4 An example of the SR latch LPN models generated from ATACS. The left LPN model represents the specification transformed from Figure 3.2 and the right LPN model represents the testbench transformed from Figure 3.3. The circles are Places to represent conditions. The black filled circle is a Token with a Marking to represent that condition of the place holds true. The Marking of these Tokens can move from one place to a subsequent place base on the horizontal bars that are referred to as Transitions. These Transitions represent actions that can fire when the places connected towards the transition have conditions that hold true.

3.5 A synthesized design of the S-R latch expressed in structural Verilog made of ContinuousAssignments. The variable of a ContinuousAssignment updates its value when its expression becomes true. This structural Verilog is converted into a decompose form represented in the SBOL data format for describing the genetic circuit.

4.1 Four genetic constraints that occur in genetic circuits. Figure 4.1a Roadblock: initiation of transcription from the upstream promoter in a tandem promoter is impeded by the presence of a transcription factor bound to the downstream promoter. Figure 4.1b Crosstalk: interference of circuit components with each other or the host circuitry. Figure 4.1c Signal mismatch: incompatible signal levels of gates composed in series. Figure 4.1d Genetic context effects: the same circuit can act differently based on the ordering of neighboring components.

4.2 An illustration of the properties that must be set on a CombinatorialDerivation for generating transcriptional units to build a preset of genetic logic gates supported in this workflow. The pattern for building multiple transcriptional units with two promoters, two pairs of RBS, CDS, and a terminator is specified as the Template. Three VariableComponents (vc1, vc2, and vc3) are created for listing possible DNA parts that a component on the transcriptional unit can be assembled from. The DNA parts listed in these three VariableComponents are referred to as Variants. VariableComponents for vc1 and vc3 have Operators (op) set to one to indicate that one Variant from its list must be selected when constructing a transcriptional unit. Likewise, VariableComponent vc2 has op set to zeroOrOne to indicate that zero or one Variant can be selected from its list to generate transcriptional units with tandem promoters and gates with an output reporter included. The Strategy is set to Enumerated so that all Variants listed in each VariableComponent must be used to build different variations of a transcriptional unit with one and two input gates.

4.3 An enriched design of a transcriptional unit after calling VPR. Four Interactions encapsulated within Modules are added to the design. These four Interactions are an inhibiting interaction for protein X and Pro, a production interaction for protein Y and CDS, and two degradation interactions for protein X and Y. The black arrows denote MapsTo objects that are used for connecting proteins and DNA parts from the Modules encasing the four types of Interactions to the components on the transcriptional unit.
4.4 Genetic logic gates that are identified and sorted in the gate generation process are NOT, NOR, OR, wired OR, NAND, AND, and NOTSUPPORTED gates. A NOT gate is identified as a transcriptional unit with a promoter repressed by an input protein \( X \) that produces an output protein \( Y \). An OR gate is identified as a transcriptional unit with a promoter activated by two input proteins \( X_0 \) and \( X_1 \) that produces an output protein \( Y \). A wired OR gate has identical structure as that of an OR gate but the input and output signals, in this case, are all identical. A NAND gate is identified as a transcriptional unit with tandem promoters that are both separately inhibited by two input proteins \( X_0 \) and \( X_1 \) that produces an output protein \( Y \). A AND gate is identified as two input proteins \( X_0 \) and \( X_1 \) forming a protein-to-protein complex to repress Pro. When the protein-to-protein complex is not present, the output protein \( Y \) is produced. Because there are several ways to build a genetic logic gate that exhibit the same logic behavior, three different structures for a genetic NOR gates are supported. The first structure has a transcriptional unit with two transcription factors repressing a promoter (Pro) and producing an output protein \( Y \). The second structure has two forms of input molecules. The first is an input protein \( X_0 \) repressing the Pro and the second input is a small molecule \( X_1 \) forming a complex with the output protein \( Y \). The third structure resembles the second structure in which the second input signal \( X_1 \) forms a complex with the output signal. The difference in the third structure in comparison to the second structure is that \( X_1 \) is an input protein rather than a small molecule. Gates that are not identified as a NOT, OR, wired OR, NAND, AND, and NOR gates are classified as NOTSUPPORTED Gates.

4.5 Extra information included from VPR when identifying NOR gates. This type of gate is expected to be identified as the second structure NOR gate shown in Figure 4.4. Important information might be lost by removing this extra information that is added from VPR. As a result, this type of NOR gate is recognized in the gate identify step unchanged as long as this NOR gate has the same substructure as the expected NOR gate.

5.1 A representation of the logic gates decomposed to a graph-based format before performing technology mapping. A 2-input AND gate involves attaching two 1-input NOT gates as inputs to a 2-input NOR gate. A NAND gate has a 2-input NOR gate with its input and output signals inverted with 1-input NOT gates. NOT and NOR gates, on the other hand, are left in their original form. The graph-based structure shown on the right of each genetic gate represents a DecomposedGraph. Circles represent nodes. A root node has no parent. A leaf node has no child. Interactions are used to form connections between nodes. Arrows with pointy heads indicate production and arrows with flat heads are repression. Color represents signal carrier type. A white DecomposedGraphNode indicates that there is no signal carrier type assigned. A DecomposedGraphNode can have a cost factor that is calculated by DNA sequences.
5.2 A figure to illustrate how an SBOL data model is converted into a DecomposedGraph. This conversion transforms the given structural specification to a graph-based structure before performing technology mapping so that genetic gates can map to the specification. NOTSUPPORTED gates can also use this conversion if a behavioral Verilog was provided and synthesized into a structural representation.

5.3 An example of the technology mapping procedure taking in two forms of inputs. The first is a specification describing an AND gate. The second is a library containing five genetic gates. The cost of each gate is calculated by the sum of sequences stored on the DecomposedGraphNode. The color code assigned to each genetic gate’s DecomposedGraphNode indicates the assignment of a molecule signal. If DecomposedGraphNode have the same color assigned, then this indicates that molecule signals are the same.

5.4 The result of the matching step when applied on the AND specification. In this step, the library of genetic gates are mapped onto the AND specification. Genetic gates that can map to the specification are recorded on the specification’s DecomposedGraphNode. Where a genetic gate maps on the specification’s DecomposedGraphNode corresponds to the gate’s root DecomposedGraphNode.

5.5 An example to show how signal carrier mismatch is determined when covering a genetic gate to the specification. A genetic gate is added to the current solution when the molecule signal on a root DecomposedGraphNode of a genetic gate matches the molecule signal assigned to a specification’s DecomposedGraphNode. In this example, the brown DecomposedGraphNode for NOT\textsubscript{2} does not match the yellow DecomposedGraphNode assigned on the specification. However, NOT\textsubscript{1} has the same molecule signal that matches the assigned specification’s DecomposedGraphNode and is thus added to the current solution for covering.

5.6 The purpose of EndNodes is used for matching the DecomposedGraphNode for g paired to s. EndNodes are calculated by determining where the root of a genetic gate begins and where the genetic gate’s leaf DecomposedGraphNode end on the specification. In this figure, the yellow and blue DecomposedGraphNode indicates where NOR\textsubscript{1} ends on the given specification. The EndNodes calculated in this example is where the yellow and blue DecomposedGraphNode map on the specification DecomposedGraphNode.

5.7 An example to show how crosstalk is computed in the covering step. In this example, NOT\textsubscript{2}, if added to the current solution, causes crosstalk with an existing genetic gate that has already been selected in the solution. The DecomposedGraphNode causing crosstalk in this example is the tan colored DecomposedGraphNode located in the specification conflicting with the tan colored DecomposedGraphNode in NOT\textsubscript{2}. NOT\textsubscript{1}, if added to the current solution, avoids crosstalk because the colors assigned to each DecomposedGraphNode in the specification are unique.
5.8 A figure showing the result of the technology mapping procedure after calling the covering step on the AND specification. Two solutions are derived in this figure after performing the covering step. Signal carrier mismatch and crosstalk are accounted for when generating these solutions. If exhaustive was selected for the running of the covering step, then both solutions from this figure are returned from the technology mapping procedure. If greedy was selected, then the solution returned from this procedure varies based on the number of solutions provided as the input to this covering algorithm. If the number of solutions provided to the method is one, then the solution with a cost of 20 is returned. Greedy selects this solution with a cost of 20 to return from its method because greedy is designed to select gates with the lowest score for covering a specification's DecomposedGraphNode. If branch and bound was selected, then the final solution returned from this method is the solution with a cost of 16. This solution was selected from branch and bound because out of both solutions that were found, this solution has the lowest score.

5.9 An example of the technology mapping procedure performed on the SR Latch example. The four genetic gates provided as the library are generated from the CELLO SYNBioHUB collection. The matching step identified NOT$_1$ and NOT$_2$ mapped to Out and NOR$_1$ and NOR$_2$ mapped to $\bar{Q}$ and Q. One solution is produced from the covering step because all three covering algorithms identified that NOT$_1$ results in signal carrier mismatch if it is added to the solution for technology mapping.

5.10 A netlist of the SR Latch represented in SBOL. The genetic gates that were selected in the covering solution are instantiated in the SR Latch as Modules. These Modules are shown in the figure as NOT$_1$, NOR$_1$, and NOR$_2$. IPTG, aTc, TetR_protein, LacI_protein, and YFP_protein are FunctionalComponents instantiated on the topLevelCircuit as the input and output signals of these genetic gates. The connections that are formed from a gate's input and output signals to the instantiated signals on the SR Latch are done so through MapsTo objects.

6.1 Figure 6.1a and Figure 6.1b are the two areas in the workflow where verifications are performed. Synthesis verification takes the behavioral Verilog and the structural Verilog produced from synthesis to perform simulation. The simulation results are verified to check if they are equivalent in simulation behavior. Genetic circuit verification is performed on the technology mapping procedure. This verification workflow takes the SBOL converted from the structural Verilog and the SBOL netlist produced from technology mapping. Both SBOL representations are compared and simulated within iBioSim by converting SBOL to SBML. The simulation results are compared and checked if they are equivalent in simulation behavior.

6.2 Simulation results for synthesis verification. Figure 6.2a shows a behavioral Verilog simulation of an SR latch executed in ModelSim. Figure 6.2b shows a structural Verilog simulation of an SR latch executed in ModelSim.
6.3 Simulation results for synthesis verification generated within IBiOSIM. Figure 6.3a shows a behavioral Verilog to SBML simulation of an SR latch. Figure 6.3b shows a behavioral Verilog to LPN simulation of an SR latch. 82

6.4 Simulation results for synthesis verification. Figure 6.4a shows a structural Verilog to SBOL simulation of an SR latch. Figure 6.4b shows a simulation of an SR latch after running technology mapping. 83
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Digital circuits have come a long way since the discovery of transistors, which is the basic building block of all digital circuits that exist today. One of the first digital devices was the transistor radio, TR-1, which was composed of only four transistors [1]. Over the years, novel and more complex digital circuits were developed, which required a growth in the number of transistors needed to build these digital circuits. In the early 1970s, Gordon Moore raised an observation to predict the growth rate of transistors known as Moore’s Law. According to Moore’s Law, the number of transistors in a chip will continue to double every two years. True to Moore’s prediction, the number of transistors found in electronic devices today are in the billions, such as the A12 Bionic chip found on the iPhone XS.

The main driving force that enabled advancements in digital circuits was Electronic Design Automation (EDA). EDA is composed of software tools that work together to form a workflow for designing and analyzing electronic systems. Before EDA tools were created, engineers had to design their digital circuits by hand. EDA tools were introduced to help eliminate manual labor, such that software tools automate the process of designing electronic systems. The result of EDA software tools has helped increase the complexity of circuit design, and they have also helped validate the functionality of circuits before manufacturing them.

An EDA workflow starts off with a high-level description language that describes the behavior of the digital circuit being designed, as shown in Figure 1.1. This high-level description is represented in a hardware description language (HDL), such as Verilog [2] or VHDL [3]. Once the behavioral description of the circuit is specified, the design then goes through logic synthesis, which is a process that translates the behavioral design to a corresponding gate-level design. The gate-level designs then go through a procedure that translates structural design to physical design. An important part of this procedure is a
Figure 1.1: A high-level overview of an EDA workflow to build an electronic circuit. First, the behavior of a circuit is described in a high-level descriptive language. The behavioral design is then synthesized to a structural design that describes a gate-level description. Technology mapping is performed to produce a layout of what electronic components are needed to physically build the circuit. Verification is performed to ensure the layout of the physical design meets the requirement of the specification described in the behavioral design.

1.1 Genetic Design Automation (GDA)

Synthetic biology is a field that explores the design of genetic circuits. Genetic circuits are built from biological components that have been engineered and assembled to perform a specified function within a biological system. The first signs of synthetic biology involved observing how regulatory circuits within a cell respond to environmental cues [4]. When molecular components and their interactions were better understood, it led to the discovery that cellular networks are hierarchically grouped and molecular components can be modularly assembled, such that they can be rearranged or tuned to engineer regulatory networks. This discovery laid the foundation on how genetic circuits are built and brought about the first sequential circuits [5, 6] containing internal states that allow them to map a sequence of input signals to a sequence of output signals. Not long after, a library of combinational circuits [7] producing an output signal solely based on its input signals were also implemented as well.

The construction of these types of circuits stemmed from the idea of building a genetic circuit that replicates the same functionality of an electrical circuit [4]. Similar to electrical circuits, genetic circuits constructed within cells operate by sensing input molecule(s) to produce an output molecule. The signals that are carried across genetic circuits are dependent upon the presence and concentration of molecules that exist within the cell. The
DNA parts that are used to construct a genetic logic gate are represented as hierarchical groupings of DNA sequences.

Since the breakthrough of engineering genetic regulatory networks (GRN), many sequential [5, 8–13] and combinational circuits [14–16] have continued to be developed to build useful applications. In particular, synthetic biologists are designing genetic circuits to produce useful biochemical and pharmaceutical products [17–30], to help cure genetic diseases and create therapeutic bacterial agents [31–43], and to produce plants that can sense and adapt to a wider range of environments [44–50].

For the field to scale up and develop more complex circuits for other applications, synthetic biologists started using principles from EDA to develop Genetic Design Automation (GDA) for the systematic design of genetic circuits. Figure 1.2 shows a high-level GDA workflow. This GDA workflow is similar to the EDA workflow except the physical design generates DNA sequences.

Many computer-aided design (CAD) tools were developed to aid the synthetic biologist in the design of genetic circuits. Today, there are GDA tools that can be found for specification [51–58], design [59–72], build/assembly [73–80], test/analysis [81, 82], data [83–87], simulation [88–99], and sequence editing [100–102].

CAD tools geared towards the design of combinational circuits have been developed [15, 64, 66, 103–105]. Cello [15] is an example of such a tool. This tool can be used to design complex circuits consisting of NOT and NOR gates. Many circuits designed in Cello have been validated in a wet lab and they have shown promising results.

However, there is a need for a GDA tool designed for sequential circuits and certain barriers exist to develops these tools. First, there is a need for a large collection of well-
characterized parts in order to construct an abundance of memory circuits [10]. However, creating a memory collection is challenging because memory circuits constructed on transcriptional regulatory networks must exhibit positive or double negative transcriptional feedback loops. This design style limits the number of DNA parts that can be used to construct a memory circuit and as a result, limits the ability for complex circuit to be constructed using memory circuits. Second, design principles and analogies between electronic and biological circuits are required to create effective tools for sequential genetic circuits [10]. Namely, it is important to understand the synchronous and asynchronous styles for designing sequential circuits.

Synchronous designs require the use of a global clock signal to produce a fixed-time schedule for updating the state to store information. Asynchronous designs, on the other hand, determine when to update their state using handshaking protocols. The advantage of designing synchronous circuits is the state of a signal only changes when the global clock is signaled to change the state. This allows signals to stabilize before a new clock cycle passes through and the next operation is performed. However, because synchronous circuits rely on a global clock, the delay is proportional to the time it takes a signal to propagate through the circuit’s longest path. In asynchronous circuits, input signals arrive independently and operations happen as soon as all input signals have arrived.

Given the difficulties to create a precise timing reference using biological components and the fact that most biological systems are responsive immediately to changes in environmental conditions, it seems likely that synthetic genetic circuits should follow the asynchronous design paradigm. Nature also makes uses of asynchronous timing. One such example of an asynchronous sequential circuit that occurs in nature is the filtering system utilized by the venus flytrap (*Dionaea muscipula*). It shows different behaviors depending on how often prey touches trigger hairs within a period of time (the circuit is asynchronous as the time element is simply due to molecular decay). At least two trigger events are required to close the trap, and at least three to start producing digestion enzymes [106]. It has been suggested that the memory of the system works by increasing cytosolic calcium levels in a quantized manner correlating with the number of triggers that have been seen [107]. Thus, here the calcium levels are proposed to act as state memory in the asynchronous sequential network.
One GDA tool that was reported to have a framework that can be used to design complex genetic circuits using combinational and sequential circuits and has taken on the synchronous approach was GeNeDA [105]. GeNeDA was built to resemble an ideal EDA workflow by reusing existing software tools [108–110] from microelectronics to assemble DNA sequences to design genetic circuits. This tool uses Verilog to describe a high-level description of their design. Abstract DNA parts are used from BioBricks to construct the physical components needed to build the specification. Lastly, verification is performed by using the Systems Biology Markup Language (SBML) [111] to analyze the behavior of their design. The limiting factor in their design tool is the library that is used to map genetic parts to their specification does not support the traditional memory circuits such as the genetic toggle switch and the repressilator circuits. Instead, the tool used memory modules that were inspired by Hoteit et al. [8]. In the work presented by Hoteit et al., the author noted that existing genetic toggle switches and repressilator circuits behaved more asynchronously rather than synchronously. Although a robust repressilator circuit [9] has been constructed with inputs for tuning oscillation signals, the repressilator circuit still does not have bistable states. Hoteit et al. also presented toggle switches [112–114] that were designed to behave asynchronously because there were no input clock signals that can be connected to a toggle switch to make the circuit perform synchronously. As a result, Hoteit et al. constructed a synchronous memory module that has an input clock using far-red light (FR) to operate on the rising edge of the clock. The result of the Hoteit et al. memory module gave insights on the complexity of the use of a clock in a genetic circuit. Specifically, the FR light used as an input clock signal must be large enough for the circuit to sense when its state should change. If the FR light is removed sooner than the circuit expected, the production of protein in the circuit could be affected. Also, the clock has to turn off for a certain duration before turning back on for an input signal to correctly affect the current state of the circuit.

Needless to say, there is still a need for sequential circuits. Burill et al. constructed a genetic circuit to track cellular memory through cell division when different stimuli are applied to a cell [115, 116]. After cell division, two subpopulation of cells can be formed to track cells that have a high response to the stimuli. Cells that showed high response were shown to exhibit memory based on the effects of growth rate and gene expression of the
cells to the stimuli. Their work showed that building memory circuits will provide a better understanding on a cell’s heterogeneity and how cells’ fate are determined. As a result, future applications are envisioned from building memory circuits to detect and track a subpopulation of cells in a tumor environment and how the subpopulation will contribute to developments of tumor. Burill et al. also noted that in order to create more complex human applications, such as these memory circuits, there is a need for more robust design methodologies to help reduce the number of devices that are built [115, 116].

The workflow presented in this dissertation is inspired to take on an asynchronous approach for developing a GDA tool for designing sequential genetic circuits. Including combinational circuits, many of the toggle switches that have been designed to follow the asynchronous nature are well-suited for this realm of work. However, hazards will need to be addressed and solutions on how they are handled are discussed in further details in the later chapters.

### 1.2 Contributions

As shown in Figure 1.3, the contributions of this dissertation are divided into four areas and are highlighted as follows:

- a compiler that translates an asynchronous design described in the Verilog language, and converts it to biological data standards.

- an automated library for gate generation.

- a technology mapping procedure using standardized biological data formats to facilitate the process of designing genetic circuits.

- a verification procedure to validate the workflow.

- a case study for building a sequential circuit.

The main contributions for this dissertation involve the necessary steps for the development of an end-to-end asynchronous circuit design workflow. The workflow presented in this dissertation leverages electronic design styles that have been explored for designing electronic systems. By replicating electronic design styles to model biological systems,
Figure 1.3: This workflow is illustrated using a genetic toggle switch design. The workflow starts off with an asynchronous design specified using behavioral Verilog. Next, the ATACS asynchronous design tool synthesizes logic equations represented using structural Verilog. The synthesized circuit is then realized as a physical design by a technology mapping procedure that selects gates from a SBOL encoded gate library stored in a SynBioHub repository. In order to verify the workflow, a model is generated and simulations are performed to verify that the design displays the expected behavior.

there are potential outcomes of what this could show when designing genetic circuits and how it could possibly scale up in terms of building complex circuits.

Because of the inherent nature of how biological systems behave, an asynchronous circuit design workflow is proposed. A critical part in design automation is to have a way to describe the behavior of the circuit. Hence, the first contribution of this dissertation is to specify how to model asynchronous circuits in Verilog and how to synthesize the Verilog designs into gate-level designs. In order to realize a physical design from a gate-level design, technology mapping is necessary. A key part of technology mapping is to have a gate library. The second contribution of this dissertation involves an automated procedure to generate a gate library for genetic circuits. The third contribution is a technology mapping procedure for asynchronous circuits. Lastly, this dissertation highlights the proposed workflow with case studies.
A key feature that is important for navigating between steps in the workflow is the use of data standards. Data standards have come a long way to increase the result for reproducibility and exchangeability of information between software tools. The biological data standards used in this automated workflow are well-suited for its purpose for designing and performing verification on genetic circuits.

1.3 Dissertation Outline

This dissertation is composed of seven themed chapters.

Chapter 2 provides the necessary background on the different areas that are needed to build a technology mapping workflow for asynchronous genetic circuit designs. First, concepts for constructing a genetic circuit are discussed to get an understanding of how high-level descriptions can map into physical biological components. Then, biological data standards are discussed to show how information about genetic circuits is formally represented throughout the different stages of the workflow. Finally, the chapter discusses software tools that are used in the workflow.

Chapter 3 focuses on understanding how the specification for a sequential circuit is built from a high-level description and how the specification is synthesized to a gate-level circuit. A general template to describe the behavior for the desired sequential circuit is discussed in order to correctly build a specification that follows the asynchronous design style. This chapter also discusses what performing synthesis entails and how a gate-level circuit translates into a genetic regulatory network to perform technology mapping presented in Chapter 5.

Chapter 4 describes how transcriptional units are assembled to form a library of logic gates that are needed to perform technology mapping. An automated gate generation procedure is presented to build genetic gates from transcriptional units. A gate identification procedure is also described in this chapter to classify a gate’s logic behavior and the different structure that a genetic gate can take on.

Chapter 5 shows the full process to map a library of gates constructed in Chapter 4 to build the corresponding circuit of a synthesized specification that is obtained from Chapter 3. This chapter describes a Boolean decomposition procedure performed on the specification and the library gates before technology mapping occurs. Then, the technol-
ogy mapping procedure is broken into two separate sections. The first is a matching step that is used to filter from the library of genetic gates that can map to the specification. The second is a covering step that generates possible solutions from a list of genetic gates for constructing the specification.

Chapter 6 presents a verification procedure performed at different stages in the design process. This chapter describes how each step in the workflow is verified to ensure that the behavior of the design remains consistent in each stage. This verification procedure is split into two areas. The first verification procedure shows the process for verifying behavioral to structural Verilog. The second verification procedure shows the process for verifying a structural representation of a synthesized genetic circuit design to a netlist of genetic gates.

Chapter 7 goes over a case study to demonstrate how the proposed workflow operates. First, this chapter presents a library of genetic gates created for testing the circuit. Then, this chapter goes through the step by step procedure for designing the intended genetic circuit.

Finally, Chapter 8 summarizes the accomplishments that were presented and discusses future directions for this work.
CHAPTER 2

BACKGROUND

This chapter presents the background information needed to understand the proposed asynchronous genetic circuit design workflow. This chapter is composed of four sections, where each section provides the necessary background in a specific topic. That is, Section 2.1 discusses the differences between synchronous and asynchronous styles for designing genetic circuits. Section 2.2 defines terminologies of a genetic circuit and demonstrates how they behave similarly to that of a logic circuit. Section 2.3 goes over the biological data standards needed for representing genetic circuit designs and modeling genetic circuits that can be used for simulating the designs needed for verification. Lastly, Section 2.4 goes over the features of an existing GDA tool relevant to this dissertation and how it is leveraged to build an end to end workflow for designing asynchronous genetic circuits.

2.1 Asynchronous Circuit Design

Electronic circuits based on digital systems rely on Boolean logic as an abstraction layer. Such abstraction allows signals to be either in a HIGH or LOW state, which helps reason about the structure of the circuit design. There are two types of digital circuits. One is combinational circuits, where the input signals map directly to the output signal. The other is sequential circuits. Unlike combinational circuits, sequential circuits have an internal state that allows them to map a sequence of input signals to a sequence of output signals.

Sequential circuits can be designed synchronously, asynchronously, or a hybrid between the two. Synchronous circuits operate on a global clock used to produce a fixed-time schedule for updating states. However, because synchronous circuits rely on a global clock, the clock rate is determined based on the critical path (i.e., longest path from inputs to an output). As a result, there is no best-case or average-case timing performance [117] when designing synchronous circuits.
Some key challenges in synchronous circuit design include dealing with clock distribution [118–121] and the corresponding power consumption [117] for the clock network. Such challenges do not apply for asynchronous circuits. Asynchronous circuits perform operations without the use of a clock signal. In asynchronous circuits, the states are updated by using *handshaking protocols* as a mechanism to synchronize communication and *data encodings* to represent information. Handshaking protocols have *request signals* to indicate there is information to be sent and *acknowledge signals* to indicate that the information has been received. One benefit of asynchronous circuits is that they can exploit average-case performance, since the states are updated as soon as possible after the input signals arrive.

In digital circuits, there are cases when a signal switches erroneously due to a *glitch* (a spontaneous transition of a signal going HIGH to LOW or LOW to HIGH). Glitches on synchronous circuits are not a major concern as long as the signal is stable before or after the clock signal is sampled to produce a valid result [117]. However, this puts more reliability on carefully controlling the global clock to ensure glitches are filtered. However, glitches in asynchronous circuits are problematic. In asynchronous circuits, glitches, also referred to as *hazards*, happen when a signal that is supposed to remain stable momentarily changes value, or a signal that is supposed to change does so non-monotonically. Unless the circuit is validated to be hazard-free, unexpected input signals could result in invalid circuit outputs [117].

The S-R latch and the clocked S-R latch shown in Figure 2.1 illustrate the difference between synchronous and asynchronous circuits. A S-R latch is a circuit designed asynchronously for capturing information when it senses a change in its input signals. A clocked S-R latch is a level-sensitive circuit designed synchronously for capturing information based on a clock signal (i.e., only change state when clock is high). Set, $S$, and Reset, $R$, are input signals used to control what data are captured in the circuit. The output signals, $Q_A$, $\bar{Q}_A$, $Q_S$, and $\bar{Q}_S$ are used to show what data value is currently stored within the circuits. As shown in the waveform, both circuits behave in the following manner. $Q_A$ produces a HIGH signal when $S$ is set to HIGH. $S$ and $R$ are never allowed to be HIGH at the same time but can both be LOW at the same time. When both input signals are LOW, then the previous output state is returned. When $R$ is set to HIGH, $\bar{Q}_A$ goes HIGH. The main difference between the S-R latch and the clocked S-R latch is the use
Figure 2.1: This figure shows the difference between an asynchronous and a synchronous S-R latch and a waveform illustrating the behavior of both circuits after they have been initialized for simulation. The S-R latch is a level-sensitive circuit designed asynchronously for storing information when there is a change on the input signals. The clocked S-R latch is a level-sensitive circuit designed synchronously for storing information based on a clock level. Set, \( S \), and Reset, \( R \), are input signals used for setting the circuit’s data value. \( \overline{Q_A} \) is the inverse signal of \( Q_A \) and are both represented as output signals to show what data value is currently stored within the S-R latch. The same can be said for \( Q_S \) and \( \overline{Q_S} \). \( \overline{Q_A} \) and \( \overline{Q_S} \) are simplified in the waveform as the LOW state of \( Q_A \) and \( Q_S \). The behavior of the clocked S-R latch is identical to that of the S-R latch except that the output signal is governed by a clock, \( CLK \), signal. In other words, the output signals for \( Q_S \) and \( \overline{Q_S} \) are designed in this circuit to update when \( CLK \) is HIGH. The red signals that go HIGH on \( S \) is a glitch that appeared for a short duration and causes \( Q_A \) to go HIGH unexpectedly. The clocked S-R latch is able to avoid this glitch because the input signal was not stable before \( CLK \) could capture this information. The S-R latch, however, encounters the glitch as a change in the input signal and produced an invalid output signal.

of a \( CLK \) signal in the clocked S-R latch. Specifically, the output signal on the clocked S-R latch is only updated when the \( CLK \) signal is HIGH. It is important to note that, in synchronous circuits, edge-sensitive flip-flops are more commonly used than clocked S-R latches. However, clocked S-R latches are used in this context because they are easier to
Glitches can occur on sequential circuits. The circuit could possibly latch onto the a glitching signal or it could also cause the circuit to go metastable. It depends on how long the glitch persists and the relative delay of the circuit. As an example, the red signal that went HIGH on $S$ for a short duration in Figure 2.1 illustrates a glitch. For synchronous circuits, this glitch can be avoided because the use of a clock signal ensures that the input signals must be stable before capturing information. On the other hand, an asynchronous circuit does not see this glitch signal as an unexpected signal that should be ignored. In this specific case, the glitch on the input signal, $S$, causes the output signal, $q$, to latch onto the HIGH state when it was not expected to. This example shows that it is critical to eliminate hazards in asynchronous circuit designs. Therefore, it is important to account for hazards, such as the one shown in this example, when designing circuits asynchronously to ensure correct behavior. This can be accomplished in a couple of ways. Redundant logic can be added onto the design, timing analysis can be performed on the design, or delays can be inserted to limit the behavior of a circuit.

Designing hazard-free asynchronous designs is challenging and a number of CAD tools have focused on supporting asynchronous designs to be hazard free [122]. ATACS [122] is an example of such a tool. ATACS is an asynchronous logic synthesis tool that derives Boolean logic equations that implement a specified design. ATACS creates a state graph from the given labeled-Petri net [123] (LPN) model.

To do so, one area of work proposed in this dissertation is to convert a high-level asynchronous design, described in Verilog, into its equivalent LPN model. Once the high-level description of the design is modeled as an LPN, it is translated into a state graph within ATACS to perform synthesis. The state graph is analyzed to determine the logic necessary to implement any state and output signals. Synthesis from ATACS produces hazard-free Boolean logic functions described in a structural Verilog representation. The structural Verilog representation produced from ATACS can then be used for technology mapping to derive the asynchronous genetic circuit.
2.2 Genetic Circuits

Many biological mechanisms have emerged to engineer genetic circuits [124, 125]. The most popular mechanism is transcriptional regulation. The main advantages of using transcription regulation includes modularity of the circuit so that it can be reused for building more complex circuits and orthogonality of the circuit to function independently from interfering with other functions within a cell. Genetic circuits designed and built using this mechanism have been documented in literature and can be accessed through online databases. For these reasons, the work demonstrated in this dissertation uses the concept of transcriptional regulation for designing genetic circuits.

Genetic circuits using transcriptional regulation are made of transcriptional units. Transcriptional units store information on a complex molecular structure called deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA). The central dogma of biology is that DNA is used to create RNA (ribonucleic acid) through a process called transcription. The RNA is in turn used to create proteins through a process called translation. Some of the proteins created, called transcription factors, can regulate (i.e., activate or repress) further protein production. The sequence that is directly used to create a protein is called the coding sequence (CDS). Not all of a genetic sequence is directly used in the creation of proteins. For example, there are sequence regions called promoters where transcription is initiated and that include binding sites for transcription factors allowing them to regulate the speed of transcription. Ribosome binding sites (RBS) are sequences where ribosomes can bind to the RNA to initiate translation. Finally, there are terminators, which are regions of the DNA that indicate where transcription should stop.

These transcriptional units can interact with other transcriptional units through transcription factors. Complex behavior can be achieved by combining transcriptional units. For example, transcriptional units can be used to construct genetic logic gates as shown in Figure 2.2. A genetic NOT gate is built with one transcriptional unit composed of a promoter, \( \text{Pro} \), an RBS, a CDS, and a terminator, \( \text{Ter} \). The transcription factor, \( X \), represents the input protein to the genetic gate and the encoded protein translated from the CDS represents the output protein from the gate. The promoter, \( \text{Pro} \), is repressed by a transcription factor, \( X \), such that, when it binds to the promoter, no protein is produced. If \( X \) is absent, then the output protein \( Y \) is produced. This genetic circuit behaves like a NOT gate such
Figure 2.2: A NOT gate and a NOR gate represented as a genetic circuit. The symbol of the logic gate is shown on the left. A listing of all possible combinations of the gate’s input signals (X, X₀, and X₁) mapped to the output signal, Y, is shown in the Boolean table at the center. A design of a genetic circuit that behaves similarly to that of its logic gate are shown on the right. These genetic circuits are made of transcriptional units that undergoes the process of transcription and translation to transform DNA to protein. A transcriptional unit is composed of promoters, Pro, ribosome binding sites, RBS, coding sequences CDS, and terminators, Ter. The encoded protein translated from CDS is illustrated in both genetic circuits as protein Y and are represented as the output protein for the circuit. The production of the output protein Y can be controlled by proteins that can bind to the transcriptional unit through repression or activation of the promoter. These proteins are referred to as transcription factors acting as input proteins to a genetic circuit and are represented in this example as X, X₀, and X₁. X, repressing Pro in the NOT gate example, prevents the production of the Y protein. If X is removed, this allows for protein Y to be produced. The same concept applies for building a genetic circuit that behaves similarly to a NOR gate. The presence of X₀ and X₁ represses Pro. As long as one input protein is present, the output protein Y cannot be produced. If both input proteins are removed, then protein Y is produced.
that the output signal is inverted based on the presence of the input signal.

A NOR gate is a universal logic gate that can be used to realize any Boolean function. Figure 2.2 shows a genetic logic gate that behaves similarly to a NOR gate. This type of genetic logic gate is built from a transcriptional unit composed of a promoter, Pro, an RBS, a CDS, and a terminator, Ter. The production of protein Y, in this case, is controlled by two input proteins $X_0$ and $X_1$ repressing the Pro. As long as one of the promoters is repressed, no output protein is produced from the circuit. If both of the promoters are not repressed, then the output protein $Y$ is produced. This genetic circuit behaves similar to that of a NOR gate because an output signal is produced only when both input signals are not present. Because this type of NOR gate is versatile for building any Boolean functions, this gate, along with the genetic NOT gate, is used in this proposed dissertation for designing an asynchronous genetic circuit. The use of these two genetic gates is discussed in more detail in a later chapter.

Another form of genetic circuit that is used for the work proposed in this dissertation are memory devices that are needed for sequential circuits. Memory devices are constructed using feedback loops. A well-known memory device that has been built for useful applications in synthetic biology is the genetic toggle switch [5]. As shown in Figure 2.3, a genetic toggle switch produces two primary proteins (LacI and TetR). The green fluorescent protein (GFP) serves as an output reporter that indicates when the TetR protein is produced. The LacI and TetR proteins mutually repress each other through negative feedback loops that control the production of the opposing protein. The production of the LacI protein causes the pTet promoter to be repressed and prevents the production of TetR. Similarly, the production of the TetR protein causes pLac to be repressed and prevents the production of LacI. IPTG and aTc are small molecules used as input sensors to control the production of LacI and TetR. When IPTG is applied, it forms a complex with the LacI protein and acts as a repressor to the LacI protein. If the LacI protein is repressed, this allows the TetR protein to produced. If aTc is applied, the small molecule forms a complex with TetR and represses the production of TetR. The repression of TetR allows for the production of LacI. If both IPTG and aTc are removed, then the genetic toggle switch produces whatever output protein that was synthesized in the previous state.
Figure 2.3: A genetic toggle switch is a genetic circuit that behaves similarly to that of an S-R latch. The genetic toggle switch shown in this example is composed of a transcriptional unit that primarily produces a LacI protein and a TetR protein. The green fluorescent protein (GFP) serves as an output reporter to indicate when the TetR protein is produced. Both the LacI protein and the TetR protein can mutually repress each other through the negative feedback loops that affect the production of its counter protein. This means that, when a LacI protein is produced, the pLac promoter is repressed, thus preventing the production of a TetR protein. Likewise, if a TetR protein is produced, the pTet promoter is repressed and no LacI protein is produced. The LacI protein and the TetR protein can be controlled by IPTG and aTc to switch between states of the two proteins. IPTG and aTc are small molecules that act as input sensors for controlling the production of the LacI and TetR protein. When IPTG is applied, it forms a complex with the LacI protein and acts as an inhibitor to the LacI protein. If the LacI protein is repressed, the pLac promoter is free to synthesize the TetR protein. Similarly, when aTc is applied, it forms a complex with the TetR protein and acts as an inhibitor to the TetR protein. If the TetR protein is repressed, the pTet promoter is free to synthesize the LacI protein. If both input sensors for IPTG and aTc are removed, then the genetic toggle switch produces whatever output protein that was synthesized in its previous state.

2.3 Biological Data Standards

In order to develop software tools that can automate the genetic circuit design process, data standards must be used to transfer information between the different tools used in each design step. As such, data standards play a big role in the workflow described in this dissertation. In particular, this workflow uses two biological data standards, the Synthetic Biology Open Language (SBOL) [126, 127] and the Systems Biology Markup Language
2.3.1 Synthetic Biology Open Language

SBOL has emerged as an international standard to describe and exchange structural and qualitative information about genetic circuits. This standard is useful to specify designs in terms of constituent components. Using SBOL, the order and sequences of biological components in a design can be captured, and these designs can be hierarchically reused in more complex designs. Importantly, SBOL supports capturing molecular interactions between these components.

Aside from the SBOL data model, SBOL also supports the use of SBOL visual. SBOL visual represents a collection of graphical symbols that have guidelines and suggestions for capturing information about the functional and structural relationship described in the SBOL data model. SBOL visual can be used for representing genetic circuits and biological parts.

A demonstration of how SBOL is used to represent a genetic toggle switch is depicted with SBOL visual graphical symbols in Figure 2.4. This example is constructed hierarchically using SBOL visual symbols to represent the SBOL data model. The circuit and its inverters are described using SBOL ModuleDefinitions. Instantiation of the LacI Inverter and TetR Inverter as referred to in SBOL as Modules. These Modules are connected through the use of SBOL MapsTo. The DNA, small molecules, proteins, and their complexes that are shown in this example are described in SBOL as ComponentDefinitions. Instantiations of these ComponentDefinition within a ModuleDefinition are referred to as FunctionalComponents. ComponentDefinitions can also be instantiated onto other ComponentDefinitions as SBOL Components to construct a transcriptional unit that is shown in the LacI Inverter and TetR Inverter. SBOL Interactions are used to specify the relationship between FunctionalComponents such as the forming of a complex between aTc and TetR and IPTG and LacI. SBOL Interactions are used in the LacI Inverter and TetR Inverter to represent the inhibition of TetR repressing pTet and LacI repressing pLac. SBOL Interactions are also used in both inverters to indicate the production of the LacI protein, TetR protein, and GFP protein.

**Figure 2.4:** A genetic toggle switch modeled hierarchically using SBOL visual symbols to represent the SBOL data model. The circuit and its inverters are described using SBOL ModuleDefinitions. Instantiation of the LacI Inverter and TetR Inverter as referred to in SBOL as Modules. These Modules are connected through the use of SBOL MapsTo. The DNA, small molecules, proteins, and their complexes that are shown in this example are described in SBOL as ComponentDefinitions. Instantiations of these ComponentDefinition within a ModuleDefinition are referred to as FunctionalComponents. ComponentDefinitions can also be instantiated onto other ComponentDefinitions as SBOL Components to construct a transcriptional unit that is shown in the LacI Inverter and TetR Inverter. SBOL Interactions are used to specify the relationship between FunctionalComponents such as the forming of a complex between aTc and TetR and IPTG and LacI. SBOL Interactions are used in the LacI Inverter and TetR Inverter to represent the inhibition of TetR repressing pTet and LacI repressing pLac. SBOL Interactions are also used in both inverters to indicate the production of the LacI protein, TetR protein, and GFP protein.
cally, where the genetic toggle switch is built from a TetR inverter and a LacI inverter using ModuleDefinitions and Modules. Specifically, the genetic toggle switch, TetR inverter, and LacI inverter are represented as ModuleDefinitions and Modules are used in the genetic toggle switch to refer to the two inverters. The Modules for the LacI inverter and TetR inverter have MapsTos used for linking the LacI protein, TetR protein, and GFP protein to their corresponding components in the genetic toggle switch. The components shown in this example with type DNA, RNA, proteins, small molecules, and complexes are represented as ComponentDefinitions and are instantiated within ModuleDefinitions as FunctionalComponents. ComponentDefinitions can also be instantiated in other ComponentDefinitions as Components. In this example, the promoters, RBS, CDS, and terminators found in both inverters are created as individual ComponentDefinitions. These DNA parts are joined on a ComponentDefinition by referring to the DNA parts as Components to represent a complete transcriptional unit. The sequences on each DNA part are referenced on their ComponentDefinition as a Sequence object.

Interactions are represented in ModuleDefinitions to show the relationship between FunctionalComponents. An Interaction has Participants that refer to the FunctionalComponents that are involved in the Interaction. In this example, Interactions are represented in the genetic toggle switch to show complex formation between IPTG and LacI and aTc and TetR. The Participants for forming the IPTG-LacI complex are the IPTG small molecule, the LacI protein, and the complex IPTG-LacI molecule. The same pattern can be expected for representing Interactions in both inverters. Specifically, Interactions are represented in both inverters to show the tetR CDS producing the TetR protein, the gfp CDS producing the GFP protein, and the lacI CDS producing the LacI protein. Interactions are also represented to show the LacI protein inhibiting a pLac promoter in the LacI inverter and the TetR protein inhibiting a pTet promoter in the TetR inverter. The Participants, in this case, are the proteins and DNA parts.

There are also other features of the SBOL data model that are useful for representing genetic circuits. The SBOL data model can support different variants of genetic parts assigned to a transcriptional unit through CombinatorialDerivation. Information that does not have a direct mapping to the SBOL data object can be annotated through GenericTopLevel or Annotation. The cycle to design, build, and test a genetic circuit can be recorded using
2.3.2 Systems Biology Markup Language

The Systems Biology Markup Language (SBML) [111] is a standard for behavioral models of biological systems at the molecular level and is supported by more than 280 tools, enabling researchers to create, annotate, simulate, and visualize biological models. A SBML Model is primarily used for reaction-based models that are composed of a number of chemical Species (i.e., proteins, genes, etc.) and Reactions that transform these Species. Species that are consumed by a Reaction are called Reactants, Species that are produced from a Reaction are called Products, and Species that participate in a Reaction but neither are consumed or produced (e.g., catalysts) are called Modifiers. Reaction rates are controlled by KineticLaws. KineticLaws are typically influenced by rate constants that are represented using Parameters (i.e., named variables in a model). While Reactions are used to compute the continuous dynamics of Species, Events can be used to make discrete changes in the state of a model. Events take place when their corresponding Trigger condition is evaluated from false to true. Triggered events can be executed immediately or executed in the future through the use of a Delay assignment. When an event is executed, its EventAssignments are computed to update the state of the model.

SBML Level 3 Version 1 [128] has package extensions [129–132] that generalize the use of the standard even further. The hierarchical composition package (comp), in particular, is a useful extension important for the workflow presented in this dissertation. By using comp, hierarchical models can be constructed through the use of SubModels. A top-level model can instantiate multiple SubModels. Each SubModel refers to a ModelDefinition. The SubModel can also reference an ExternalModelDefinition that is associated with an external file. Connections between SubModels can be made through Replacements and ReplacedBys.

A good illustration for representing SBML through Systems Biology Graphical Notation (SBGN) glyphs is shown in Figure 2.5 for modeling a hierarchical representation of a genetic toggle switch. In this example, the genetic toggle switch is represented as a Model. The LacI inverter and TetR inverter are represented as ModelDefinitions and are instantiated as SubModels in the genetic toggle switch Model. Replacements are used to connect the TetR protein, GFP protein, and LacI protein in both inverters to the genetic toggle switch. The
Figure 2.5: A genetic toggle switch modeled hierarchically and is visualized using SBGN graphical symbols to describe the SBML data model. The Genetic Toggle Switch is represented as an SBML Model. The LacI Inverter and TetR Inverter are created as SBML ModelDefinitions and are instantiated inside of the Genetic Toggle Switch as SubModels. Replacement and ReplacedBy are used for connecting the elements within the Genetic Toggle Switch and the inverters. Small molecules, proteins, complexes, and nucleic acid that are shown in this example are represented as SBML Species. The forming of a complex between aTc and TetR and IPTG and LacI is described as SBML Reactions. In these type of Reactions, the complexes are referred to as the Products and the small molecules and the protein used to form the complex are referred to as Modifiers. SBML Reactions are also used to describe the LacI protein, TetR protein, and GFP protein produced when TetR protein is not inhibiting the pTet promoter and the LacI protein is not repressing the pLac promoter. The TetR protein repressing the pTet promoter and the LacI protein repressing the pLac promoter are referred to as Modifiers in their Reactions. The LacI protein, TetR protein, and GFP proteins produced in their Reactions are represented as Products.

DNA, small molecules, proteins, and complexes found in the genetic toggle switch and the inverters are represented as Species. Aside from degradation Reactions that were omitted in this example to simplify the model, there are two Reactions to represent the forming of a complex between aTc and TetR and IPTG and LacI. The complex reactions, aTc, TetR, IPTG, and LacI represent the Reactants and aTc-TetR and IPTG-LacI represent the Products. There are also two Reactions created to model the production of the LacI protein when the TetR protein is not inhibiting the pTet promoter the TetR protein and GFP protein produced when the LacI protein is not repressing the pLac promoter. In these particular cases, the TetR protein repressing pTet and the LacI protein repressing the pLac promoter are referred to as Modifiers in their Reactions and the LacI protein, TetR protein, and GFP protein produced from their Reaction are referred to as Products.

2.4 iBioSim

There are GDA tools that exist for putting together the different elements of designing a genetic circuit. One tool that incorporates most of the features that are proposed in this
dissertation is iBioSIM. iBioSIM is a GDA tool for the modeling, analysis, and design of genetic circuits [88,133]. A high-level illustration of the key features of iBioSIM is shown in Figure 2.6.

A genetic circuit design in iBioSIM begins by using the SBOLDesigner [102] tool to construct a SBOL design by selecting genetic parts from the SynBioHub part repository. SBOLDesigner is an intuitive sequence editor tool that is incorporated into iBioSIM as a plugin. This feature facilitates model-based design of genetic circuits by providing the means to construct new designs from existing modeled parts.

Figure 2.6: This is a high-level diagram of the genetic circuit design workflow supported by iBioSIM. The red arrows indicate the flow between the different software components and dotted lines indicate the output of each step that is then used by the proceeding software component in the workflow. First, genetic parts encoded using SBOL are fetched from SynBioHub using the SBOLDesigner plugin to construct the DNA-level design encoded using SBOL. Next, the DNA design is augmented with interaction data using the Virtual Parts model generator, and the functional SBOL is converted into an SBML model. The resulting mathematical model can then be refined and parameters configured using iBioSIM’s model editor. The SBML model can be analyzed in iBioSIM as described by an associated SED-ML document. The data created for the SBOL parts, the SBML model, and the analysis can be shared and documented by uploading these artifacts to SynBioHub as a COMBINE archive.
The Virtual Parts Repository (VPR) model generator is utilized to obtain interaction data, as described in [134,135], from the SynBioHub data repository to add functional information to the SBOL description. For example, it adds the proteins that act as transcription factors for the promoters, as well as their coding sequences in the DNA-level design. These protein components are coupled with the DNA components constructed by SBOLDesigner along with their interactions into functional module definitions. Next, an SBOL to SBML converter [136] can be applied to translate the structural and functional information of the corresponding SBOL into a quantitative model expressed in SBML. Since SBOL is used to represent qualitative models, the quantitative information required by SBML is inferred [136]. However, this SBML model can then be further refined and model parameters added using iBioSim’s model editor. Any changes made can be mapped back to SBOL using the SBML to SBOL converter [137]. Simulation is used to verify if the design is behaving as expected. Since one of the goals of iBioSim is to use standards for the interoperability between tools, the Simulation Experiment Description Markup Language (SED-ML) [138] is integrated into iBioSim to describe analysis experiments. The SBOL document, the SBML model, and the SED-ML file along with results of analysis can be collected within a COMBINE Archive [139] and uploaded to SynBioHub.

Currently, the workflow in iBioSim requires manual design of genetic circuits. Specifically, transcriptional units are constructed by manually selecting genetic parts for building genetic circuits. In addition, this workflow requires the structure of the genetic circuits to be predefined. The work presented in this dissertation expands on the existing workflow for genetic circuit design in iBioSim. Rather than requiring the structure of the design to be predefined and parts to be manually selected, the workflow allows the behavior of the design to be specified and the design to be realized through automated procedures.
CHAPTER 3

ASYNCHRONOUS GENETIC CIRCUIT DESIGN

A design specification is used to describe the behavior of a circuit while ignoring its structure. Abstracting behavior from structure helps with the scalability and complexity of a design. Such an abstraction has been fundamental to the rapid development of EDA tools that are used to construct complex circuits. Verilog and VHDL are two prominent HDLs that are widely used by many EDA tools to express high-level electronic designs.

The idea of describing the behavior of a design can also be applied to GDA tools. In the proposed workflow of this dissertation, Verilog is used to describe the behavior of genetic circuit designs. While VDHL can also be used as a high-level description of genetic circuit designs, Verilog was chosen because there are existing GDA tools [15, 105] that use Verilog. By supporting Verilog in this workflow, the results produced in this work can be compared and verified with other existing tools. Furthermore, tool interoperability is critical for the growth of the GDA field since it encourages collaboration between scientists and engineers.

While describing the behavior of a design using a high-level description language helps with the reasoning about a design, the description itself is not sufficient to obtain a circuit. In order to realize a circuit, the behavioral design needs to be converted into a structural design through a synthesis procedure.

There are existing tools that allow the expression of combinational genetic circuits using HDLs [15], but there is no other tool that supports asynchronous circuit designs. This chapter describes a methodology to describe asynchronous genetic circuits using Verilog and how genetic circuits can be realized from a specification. That is, Section 3.1 goes into detail about how Verilog is used to describe behavioral designs of asynchronous circuits and Section 3.2 describes how the Verilog design is synthesized into a structural design and realized as a genetic circuit represented in SBOL.
3.1 Specification

As shown in Chapter 2, Boolean gates can be realized using biological parts through transcriptional regulation. Using such gates, genetic circuits can be constructed. Since genetic circuits have the same qualitative behavior as electronic circuits, Verilog can be used to describe the behavior of genetic circuits as well. The workflow presented in this dissertation leverages a subset of the Verilog language to express the core concepts of asynchronous circuit design. The orange labels listed under Data Conversion in Figure 3.1 represent all the Verilog constructs that are used in this workflow.

The behavior of a genetic circuit described in Verilog is done so within a ModuleDefinition. Depending on the complexity of a circuit, a circuit can be abstracted and hierarchically assembled through ModuleInstantiations and is connected with PortConnections. These PortConnections are defined in ModuleDefinitions as PortIdentifiers to specify the direction of which signals are sending and receiving data. Port Identifiers have data types that can be set to Wires for connecting signals across different levels of a genetic circuit design or Registers (Reg) for storing the value of a signal. A circuit described within a Module Definition can have an InitialBlock and multiple AlwaysBlocks. An InitialBlock is used for setting the initial state of Registers through BlockingAssignments. BlockingAssignments execute assignments of variables in sequential order. AlwaysBlocks represent a grouping of Verilog constructs that are executed in a continuous loop and is used in a specification to group the behavior of a design. Within an AlwaysBlock, there are BlockingAssignments, WaitStatements, ConditionalStatements, Delay, and SystemFunctions for describing the behavior of a circuit. WaitStatements are used to follow the handshaking protocol for establishing a communication channel between the circuit and its stimulating environment. Unless the expression in a WaitStatement is evaluated to true, Verilog constructs defined after a WaitStatement are stalled from executing. ConditionalStatements are used for checking the change in signals so that the state of signal variables can be updated appropriately. Delays are used when the state of a variable should not be updated immediately. The value of a Delay can be set to a constant integer through DecimalNumbers or to a random value through urandom_range. The urandom_range operation is a SystemFunction, where a value is selected between a specified lower and upper bound. The support of Random is useful for randomly assigning the state of a signal that is sent to the specification. Expressions are
Figure 3.1: The data workflow demonstrates how a behavioral Verilog is synthesized into a structural Verilog. ATACS is an asynchronous synthesis tool used in this workflow for transforming a high-level behavioral design into a hazard-free structural design. The structural Verilog is transformed into SBOL at the end so that physical biological parts can be realized onto the structural design. A mapping of the four data formats supported in the proposed workflow is shown under Data Conversion. The green label represents the terminologies that are supported from SBOL data model, the orange labels represent the Verilog constructs that are used for designing an asynchronous genetic circuit, the blue labels represent the elements that are supported from the SBML data model, and the white label with black boarders represents terminologies that are supported within ATACS for building an LPN model.
supported with \textit{BinaryOperators} and \textit{UnaryOperators}. The data encodings to represent the presence of a LOW and a HIGH signal are abstracted with the support of \textit{BinaryNumbers}.

Building upon these Verilog constructs, the S-R latch is used as an example to show how an asynchronous circuit can be represented in Verilog. \textbf{Figure 3.2} represents the specification and \textbf{Figure 3.3} represents the testbench of the circuit. The specification of the S-R latch begins with the output signals initialized to zero (LOW signal). The \textit{AlwaysBlock} is executed and starts off by waiting on an incoming input signal. Just like a S-R latch, the combination of input signals that can be detected in the specification are when \( s \) is one and \( r \) is zero, or \( s \) is zero and \( r \) is one, or both input signals are zero. Once the input signals are set, the output signal \( q \) is assigned. In the case that both input signals are LOW, the output signal \( q \) is set to the value of the state that was last set. The current state is also updated once the output signal has been changed. This means that, if the newly assigned \( q \) is set to one and the previous state was set to zero, then the current state must be updated to one.

\begin{verbatim}
module srlatch_imp (s, r, q);
  output reg q;
  input wire s, r;

  initial begin
    q = 1'b0;
  end
  always begin
    wait (s == 1'b1);
    #5 q = 1'b1;
    wait (r == 1'b1);
    #5 q = 1'b0;
  end
endmodule
\end{verbatim}

\textbf{Figure 3.2:} Specification of an S-R latch expressed in the Verilog language. This design style follows that of a Mealy machine in which the output signal is calculated base on the current inputs and the current state that was sensed. The \textit{InitialBlock} is executed at the beginning to set the initial state and the output signals of the circuit. The \textit{AlwaysBlock} is executed afterwards by first waiting on the desired input signals to become true before the circuit kickstarts and performs operations to produce an output signal. When the input signal matches what the circuit expects, then the output signal \( q \) is updated base on what input signals were sensed. The state of the circuit is updated after setting the output signal to reflect what the current output signal is set to in response to the input signals that were detected.
module srlatch_testbench ();

wire q;
reg s, r;

initial begin
    s = 1'b0;
    r = 1'b0;
end

srlatch_imp sl_instance(
    .s(s),
    .r(r),
    .q(q)
);

always begin
    #5 s = 1'b1;
    wait(q == 1'b1);
    #5 s = 1'b0;
    #5 r = 1'b1;
    wait(q == 1'b0);
    #5 r = 1'b0;
end
endmodule

Figure 3.3: Testbench of an S-R latch expressed in Verilog. Variations of input signals are set to test the assignment of the output signal q produced from the specification. The output signal is asserted through WaitStatements. If the output signal q produces an invalid value, then the WaitStatements is locked in that state and further input signal variations are prevented from changing.

Similarly, if the newly assigned q is set to zero and the previous state of the circuit was set to one, then the current state must be updated to zero. The last WaitStatement is used to ensure that the current state and the output signal q are set to the appropriate signal values before the next input signal is detected and executed.

The testbench, on the other hand, represents the testing environment for the S-R latch. The testbench begins with the input signals, s and r, initialized to zero in the InitialBlock. An instance of the circuit is defined after the InitialBlock to connect the input and output signals from the testbench to the circuit’s specification. All variations of sampled input signals, assigned within the AlwaysBlock, are then sent to the circuit for testing the response of the circuit’s behavior. First, the input signals are set so that the output signal q is set to one. Then, both input signals are set to zero so that q is expected to produce the same output value that was remembered in its previous state. In this particular condition, the
output signal $q$ is expected to stay at one. A similar behavior was tested to set the output signal $q$ back to zero by setting input signal $s$ to zero and $r$ to one. Both input signals $s$ and $r$ are then set to zero so that the previous state of the circuit continues to hold the output signal $q$ at zero. The wait statements found in between variations of input conditions are used to stall until $q$ produces the expected output value before the next set of input assignments are executed. If the output signal $q$ is not producing the desired value that the wait statement is expecting to become true, then this error can easily be recognized during simulation when the output value remains in the same state and prevents further input variations to change.

3.2 Synthesis

Labeled-petri net (LPN) models are widely used for specifying and synthesizing asynchronous circuits. The LPN models, as shown in Figure 3.4, are a directed bipartite graph. An LPN model has Places to represent statement Assignments. Each Place can consume a Token and a Token can have a Marking to indicate an enabling of the Assignment. A Token can move from a Preset to Postset through Transitions. Preset is defined as an input Place to a Transition and a Postset is defined as an output Place of a Transition. A Transition represents an action that can fire when the Condition of a Transition is satisfied and the Markings on the Presets are enabled. A Delay can be added to a Transition to control the time for which a Transition can fire. When a Transition fires, the token is removed from the Presets and a Marking is made on the Postsets.

The workflow presented in this dissertation leverages the ATACS tool for synthesis. ATACS does not support Verilog files as input. Therefore, one contribution of this dissertation is the implementation of a Verilog compiler that can convert a behavioral Verilog file to an LPN model so that synthesis can be performed in ATACS. Figure 3.1 shows a data workflow of how this is done. When a behavioral Verilog file is provided, it is first translated into an SBML model and then to an LPN model that ATACS can parse to perform synthesis. SBML is used as the intermediate data model when converting from behavioral Verilog to an LPN model for two reasons. First, the format for describing LPN models that is used in ATACS does not support hierarchy and many designs described in Verilog are hierarchical. However, this issue can be avoided by making use of the SBML
Figure 3.4: An example of the SR latch LPN models generated from ATACS. The left LPN model represents the specification transformed from Figure 3.2 and the right LPN model represents the testbench transformed from Figure 3.3. The circles are Places to represent conditions. The black filled circle is a Token with a Marking to represent that condition of the place holds true. The Marking of these Tokens can move from one place to a subsequent place base on the horizontal bars that are referred to as Transitions. These Transitions represent actions that can fire when the places connected towards the transition have conditions that hold true.
data model. The SBML data have many core elements that can encode data models that follow the LPN paradigm. SBML has the comp extension package that can be used for expressing hierarchical models and these hierarchical designs can be flattened using the SBML libraries [140, 141]

Each color label shown under Data Conversion for Figure 3.1 shows a list of terminologies that are encoded into its corresponding data model under the Data Workflow. A mapping of terminologies going from one data model to another form is shown with lines that connect the terminologies together. Using the S-R latch as an example, the ModuleDefinition for the specification and the testbench are converted into an SBML Model. The ModuleInstantiation is used for instantiating the specification onto the testbench, and it is converted into ExternalModelDefinition and Submodel in SBML. ExternalModelDefinition is used for referencing the SBML file of the specification and a Submodel for instantiating onto the SBML model that defines the testbench. The PortIdentifiers are converted into SBML Ports and are set with Sequence Biology Ontology (SBO) [142] terms for further distinguishing the input and output signals. PortConnections are converted into Replacements and ReplacedBys for mapping signals across hierarchical models. In this example, the input signals for s and r in the testbench are set to Replacement so that the input signals from the testbench are used to assign the input signals within the specification and the output signal q in the testbench is set to a ReplacedBy so that the output signal in the specification replaces the output signal found in the testbench. BlockingAssignments in the InitialBlocks are converted into InitialAssignments. The AlwaysBlocks are converted into a ListOfEvents that compose a LPN. Each Event corresponds to a transition, and the first one has the Preset places with a marking. WaitStatements, ConditionalStatements, and Delays found within an AlwaysBlock are converted into Events as well where the Postset of the last statement is the Preset of the first statement within the AlwaysBlock. The Verilog expressions are converted into an ASTNode that can be assigned onto each Event.

First, LPN models do not support hierarchical models. In order to do so, a flattening routine must be implemented from Verilog to LPN. However, this issue can be avoided by making use of the SBML data model. SBML have many core elements that can encode data from a structural Verilog to an LPN model. SBML has the comp extension package that can be used for expressing hierarchical models that are designed in Verilog. SBML
also has flattening methods that can be used for modeling information into an LPN model. Second, expressing a genetic design in SBML allows for the specification to be simulated within iBioSim before and after performing synthesis. Synthesis can report failure or pass messages and having an SBML model for the specification can allow for easy debugging in the case that synthesis fails. SBML can also be used for further verification to be performed at different design stages when synthesis passes. More details of this verification process are mentioned in Chapter 6.

3.2.1 Behavioral Verilog to SBML

The S-R latch designed in Section 3.1 is used as an example to illustrate the compilation of Verilog files into an LPN model. The Modules for the specification and testbench are converted into SBML Models. The PortIdentifiers for signals s, r, and q are converted into SBML Ports and are set with Sequence Biology Ontology (SBO) terms for further distinguishing input and output signals. Wires and Registers are converted into Parameters. A ModuleInstantiation that references the specification into the testbench is converted into ExternalModelDefinition and Submodel. ExternalModelDefinition is added into the SBML testbench file so that it can refer to the SBML specification file. Submodel is used for instantiating a copy of the specification into the SBML testbench Model. PortConnections are converted into Replacements and ReplacedBys for mapping signals from the testbench to the specification. In this example, two Replacements objects are created for s and r so that the input signals from the testbench replace the signals within the specification. A ReplacedBy is created for the output signal q so that the signal in the specification replaces the output signal found in the testbench. InitialBlocks represent a ListOfInitialAssignments and each construct nested inside this block is converted into an InitialAssignment. AlwaysBlocks represent a ListOfEvents. Events have their own Parameter variable and they are created from BlockingAssignments, WaitStatements, ConditionalStatements, and Delays nested within an AlwaysBlock. An ASTNode is added onto a Trigger of an Event for representing the expression of a Verilog construct. This ASTNode supports the expression of BinaryOperators, UnaryOperators, DecimalNumbers, urandom_range, Random, and ContinuousAssignments in Verilog constructs. The order of Verilog constructs defined within an AlwaysBlock is maintained by setting the value of Parameters found on Triggers and EventAssignments.
When the expression of a Trigger becomes true, then the Parameter variable assigned to its Event is enabled. Enabling of a Trigger on an Event causes the EventAssignment to change the value of the Parameter variable assigned to this Event to a Parameter assigned to a different Event. Since the AlwaysBlock operates as a continuous loop for executing all nested Verilog constructs within its block, the first Event created is initialized from its Parameter variable to indicate the starting position of a continuous loop.

3.2.2 SBML to LPN

As shown in Figure 3.1, the next step in the data workflow after Verilog is converted into SBML models is to create an LPN model. To do so, these SBML Models are flattened by calling IBioSIM’s SBML flattening method. The result of the flattener produces an SBML model composed of core elements that describe both the specification and the testbench. Elements of an LPN model are created by using the LPN data model supported in IBioSIM.

The flattened SBML Model is converted into an LPN Model. Parameters that are not categorized as primary inputs, outputs, and registers are converted into Places. Each Event is converted into a Transition. The EventAssignments are added as Assignments to the created Transition. If the variable of the EventAssignment refers to the variable of a Place, a Movement is created to connect the Place to the Transition. In the case that no Place matches the variable name of an EventAssignment, a BoolAssign is created. If the EventAssignment is encoded from a Verilog Random construct, this Event is dropped. SBML Ports are converted into Booleans for tracking input signals, output signals, and internal states of the circuit. Triggers are converted into Enablings. Delays that are set in an Event are converted into equivalent LPN Delays.

3.2.3 Synthesizing in ATACS

The LPN model derived from SBML is sent to ATACS to create a state graph needed for performing synthesis. The state graph is analyzed to determine the logic necessary to implement any state and output signals. After the state graph is generated, it is checked to see if it satisfies the Complete State Coding (CSC) property.

CSC violations ensure that there are no confusion on which current and next state is receiving and sending data.

A key challenge with asynchronous logic design is the avoidance of logic hazards. A
logic hazard occurs if a signal that is supposed to remain stable momentarily changes value, or a signal that is supposed to change does so non-monotonically [143]. Unlike electronic circuit designs where the cost of errors is circuit failure, in genetic circuits, errors can be tolerated. Since genetic circuits are deployed in a population of cells, there are multiple copies of a genetic circuit available. Therefore, if one genetic circuit fails within a cell due to glitches, it may not highly affect the entire system if other cells exhibit the correct behavior. Nikolaev et al. [144] have shown from modeling a genetic toggle switch that a large population of cells performing the same task will help average out the expected behavior for the majority of the genetic toggle switch circuits. While it is important to address high probability hazards, genetic circuits can likely tolerate low probability hazards. Exploiting this observation is an area of future research that we plan to explore.

The Verilog constructs that are mentioned thus far are used for describing the behavioral design of a genetic circuit. A structural representation of a genetic circuit is much more simplified in which a ModuleDefinition does not have InitialBlocks and AlwaysBlocks. Instead, a structural representation for describing a circuit is done so through ContinuousAssignments. A ContinuousAssignment is dependent upon the expression of an assign statement becoming true in order for the variable of the assignment to be updated with a new output value for an output signal or an internal state variable. Synthesis produces a structural Verilog design from a behavioral Verilog representation. This representation contains continuous assign statements expressed in the form shown in Figure 3.5.

```verilog
module r_s_q_net(r, s, q);

    input r;
    input s;
    output q;

    assign q = (s) | (¬r) & q;

endmodule
```

**Figure 3.5:** A synthesized design of the S-R latch expressed in structural Verilog made of ContinuousAssignments. The variable of a ContinuousAssignment updates its value when its expression becomes true. This structural Verilog is converted into a decompose form represented in the SBOL data format for describing the genetic circuit.
In the case that sequential circuits are designed using this workflow, ATACS produces expressions that include feedback to store state. These expressions in this structural Verilog file can be further simplified in another EDA synthesis tool called YOSYS so that the number of logic gates needed to represent this genetic circuit is reduced. After simplification is performed, YOSYS can produce a Verilog file that is similar to ATACS that is made of ContinuousAssignments. These structural Verilog files are then decomposed into the SBOL data format with only NOT and NOR logic functions to describe the structural design of a genetic circuit.

### 3.2.4 Structural Verilog to SBOL

An SBOL ModuleDefinition is created from a Verilog ModuleDefinition for representing the genetic circuit of an S-R latch. The input signals and output signals are converted into ComponentDefinitions for representing proteins. DirectionType is assigned to a ComponentDefinition to differentiate between input signals, output signals, or a register variable for holding state. Conceptually, a ModuleInstantiation is converted into a SBOL Module. Because a structural Verilog does not use ModuleInstantiation, hierarchical designs of a genetic circuit can be built through each ContinuousAssignment. MapsTo objects are used to connect variables of a ContinuousAssignment across different ModuleDefinitions. A RefinementType is set to a MapsTo for indicating which FunctionalComponent should be used in hierarchical designs. A RefinementType can be set to Local so that it can refer to a FunctionalComponent within a logic gate signal or it can be set to Remote for referring to a FunctionalComponent on the top level circuit where the entire circuit is formed. The expression of a ContinuousAssignment is parsed into an ASTNode to perform decomposition.

Decomposition involves transforming Boolean logic functions to express a design using NOT and NOR logic gates. This is accomplished by performing DeMorgan’s Theorem on each expression. Because synthesis produces ContinuousAssignments expressed in the Sum-of-Products (SOP) form, the decomposition method supports expressions with NOT, AND, and OR operators.

Setting the expression of a ContinuousAssignment into an ASTNode allows the decomposition method to easily access different operators that are found within the given expression. This means that each operator is broken into an individual ASTNode with the
operands set as children. These individual ASTNodes are then layered onto each other to form the complete expression. The layered ASTNodes are iterated from left to right by parsing the innermost expression, which works its way out to create a decomposed expression. It is important to note that while the decomposition method can decompose an expression to use more than two input logic gates, this work limits the decomposition to two input logic gates because of genetic constraints. These genetic constraints are discussed in further detail in Chapter 4.

In the example shown on Figure 3.5, the expression for assignment $q$ is represented in the following format as an ASTNode: \( \text{or}(s, \text{and}(\text{not}(r), q)) \). Working from left to right, \( \text{not}(r) \) is the innermost expression that is handled. Because \( \text{not}(r) \) is already in a decomposed form, this ASTNode is replicated into the decomposed expression. Next the ASTNode for the AND operator is handled. An AND logic is decomposed into a NOR gate with its operands inverted. This decomposed AND logic is added onto the previous decomposed expression to form the following: \( \text{nor}(\text{not}(\text{not}(r)), \text{not}(q)) \). Finally, the OR logic is handled by decomposing the expression with two inversions to form \( \text{not}(\text{nor}(s, \text{nor}(\text{not}(\text{not}(r)), \text{not}(q)))) \). This final decomposed expression is returned from the decomposition method to construct a genetic circuit.

The concept that was described in Chapter 2 for building a genetic NOT gate and a genetic NOR gate out of transcriptional regulation is applied in this part of the conversion to build the decomposed logic into a genetic circuit. The operands of a logic function are converted into FunctionalComponents for representing transcriptional units and proteins. The operators of a logic function are converted into Interactions for representing the relationship between proteins to and from transcriptional units.

### 3.3 Summary

In synthetic biology, large circuits have not been realized yet. Biology is far too complex, and in order to deal with such complexity, abstraction is critical. Boolean abstraction is one such abstraction that has been applied to synthetic biology. That is, inspired by the success of digital circuits, genetic circuits can be described in terms of LOW and HIGH values.

Since genetic circuits can be abstracted as electronic circuits, some methodologies used to design electronic circuits can also be used to design genetic circuits. For instance,
genetic circuits can be designed using HDLs that describe the design’s behavior rather than structure. This chapter demonstrates how asynchronous circuit designs described using Verilog can be realized as genetic circuits described in SBOL.
CHAPTER 4

PROGRAMMATIC CREATION OF GATE LIBRARIES THROUGH AUTOMATED GATE GENERATION

CAD tools are essential to deal with the complexity of genetic circuit design. An important element of CAD tools used for genetic circuit design is the access to collections of well-characterized parts used to realize a design. The number of well-characterized parts influence the scale of the design. That is, the larger the number of parts in the collection, the larger the design that can be realized. However, this poses a key challenge: how to efficiently explore the solution space of possible designs to find the best possible design. A solution space is a collection of valid designs, where a valid design is one that does not violate any design constraint. In genetic circuit design, design constraints include crosstalk, signal mismatch, roadblocking, and genetic context effects [145]. As shown in Figure 4.1a, roadblocking can occur in gates that use tandem promoters [146], and the downstream promoter interferes in transcription initiated at the upstream promoter [15]. As shown in Figure 4.1b, crosstalk occurs in genetic circuits when the product of one gate has unintended interactions with another. As shown in Figure 4.1c, a signal mismatch occurs when the level of a product produced by one gate does not meet the threshold necessary to cause the correct response in a downstream gate. Finally, as shown in Figure 4.1d, genetic context effects occur when the ordering of neighboring components changes the behavior of the design. In cases where context effects are known to be strong, gates may be integrated into the host genome at predetermined locations where each gate’s transcription rate has already been characterized.

Genetic circuit design constraints reduce the solution space of genetic circuit designs. For example, avoiding crosstalk requires that a particular signal carrier (transcription factor) assigns to a specific node in the circuit and does not interact with other nodes within
Figure 4.1: Four genetic constraints that occur in genetic circuits. **Figure 4.1a Roadblock**: initiation of transcription from the upstream promoter in a tandem promoter is impeded by the presence of a transcription factor bound to the downstream promoter. **Figure 4.1b Crosstalk**: interference of circuit components with each other or the host circuitry. **Figure 4.1c Signal mismatch**: incompatible signal levels of gates composed in series. **Figure 4.1d Genetic context effects**: the same circuit can act differently based on the ordering of neighboring components.

The circuit. Such a constraint can be avoided by having a diverse set of signal carriers. Signal mismatching can be avoided by having a diverse set of gates with different input and output threshold levels. Roadblocking is avoided by finding promoter interferences during the gate library characterization and eliminating these problematic permutations from the ensemble of DNA sequences that are considered to fulfill the specification. Therefore, it is critical to have a library with diverse biological parts.

Some existing GDA tools are using libraries with characterized parts to implement a genetic circuit design [64, 105]. There are also existing GDA tools with customized libraries with tool-specific usage [15, 103, 104]. Because there are various ways of building genetic logic gates with similar logic behavior, the construction of these gate varies across different tools. The main contribution of this chapter is to present a standardized framework for the creation of a gate library through automated gate generation. Specifically, Section 4.1 goes over the process of assembling biological parts to form transcriptional units using SYNBioHub and SBOLDesigner. Section 4.2 describes the process of automating the creation of genetic logic gates using VPR model generation supported within iBioSiM. Section 4.3 goes over the process of identifying genetic gates into their proper gate types.
Then, Section 4.4 concludes by summarizing the work presented in this chapter.

### 4.1 Assembling Transcriptional Units

The first step when building a library of genetic logic gates is to generate a large number of transcriptional units so that interactions can be added to connect proteins, small molecules, and complexes as the input and output signals to a genetic logic gate. SBOLDESIGNER [102] is a CAD tool that was chosen for this task because it is supported in iBioSIM as a plugin for assembling DNA parts to build a DNA-level design. This CAD tool has the ability to connect to the online design repository SYNBioHUB [147] to retrieve linked information for genetic parts and build large quantities of transcriptional units using CombinatorialDerivation [148]. A CombinatorialDerivation, as shown in Figure 4.2, has three property fields that must be set in order to build transcriptional units in volume. The first property is a Template that refers to a ComponentDefinition for representing a transcriptional unit. The second property is a VariableComponent used for listing possible Variants of DNA parts assigned to a component on a transcriptional unit. The last property is a Strategy used to indicate how a list of Variants can be Enumerated or Sampled on the Template. Enumerated indicates that all possible outcomes of DNA parts listed in each VariableComponent are used to create different variations of transcriptional units. Sampled indicates a subset of DNA parts are selected from each VariableComponents to form different variations of transcriptional units. The number of DNA parts selected from each VariableComponent for building the template is set using the Operator field.

Figure 4.2 shows an example of a CombinatorialDerivation created for building transcription units with one or two promoters. The Template references a transcriptional unit made of tandem promoters, an RBS, a CDS, and a terminator. Each component on the transcriptional unit has a VariableComponent created for listing the possible DNA parts that are chosen when assembling multiple transcriptional units. In this specific example, three VariableComponents are created and are referred to in Figure 4.2 as vc1, vc2, and vc3. The DNA parts are referred to as Variants, and they are added to a VariableComponent in SBOLDESIGNER by fetching this information from a Collection in a SYNBioHUB repository. The number of DNA parts that are selected from each VariableComponent when building a transcriptional unit is specified by the Operator (op). The Operator for vc1 and vc3 is
Figure 4.2: An illustration of the properties that must be set on a CombinatorialDerivation for generating transcriptional units to build a preset of genetic logic gates supported in this workflow. The pattern for building multiple transcriptional units with two promoters, two pairs of RBS, CDS, and a terminator is specified as the Template. Three VariableComponents (vc1, vc2, and vc3) are created for listing possible DNA parts that a component on the transcriptional unit can be assembled from. The DNA parts listed in these three VariableComponents are referred to as Variants. VariableComponents for vc1 and vc3 have Operators (op) set to one to indicate that one Variant from its list must be selected when constructing a transcriptional unit. Likewise, VariableComponent vc2 has op set to ZeroOrOne to indicate that zero or one Variant can be selected from its list to generate transcriptional units with tandem promoters and gates with an output reporter included. The Strategy is set to Enumerated so that all Variants listed in each VariableComponent must be used to build different variations of a transcriptional unit with one and two input gates.

set to One and v2 is set to ZeroOrOne because the main requirement for this CombinatorialDerivation is to generate transcriptional units that must have at least one promoter, one RBS, one CDS, and one terminator so that one input genetic logic gate can be formed. For the downstream promoter with op set to ZeroOrOne, this guarantees that the transcriptional unit provided as the Template can at most assemble two promoters to form a transcriptional unit that can be generated into two input genetic logic gates. Lastly, the Strategy of this CombinatorialDerivation is set to Enumerated so that all DNA parts listed in each VariableComponents are used to build different combinations of transcriptional units specified by the Template.

Roadblocking is resolved by handpicking compatible promoters that are added as Variants to its VariableComponent. However, this can only happen when the dataset used for building transcriptional units has detailed information on which pair of promoters pair
well with each other.

The result of Combinatorial Derivation is returned in SBOLDesigner as a new SBOLDocument. Each transcriptional unit listed in this new SBOLDocument is represented as a RootComponentDefinition. The number of transcriptional units that are generated from this Combinatorial Derivation is calculated by multiplying all Variants from each Variable Component. For the example that is shown in Figure 4.2, 300 transcriptional units are expected to be generated from the Combinatorial Derivation with 20 transcriptional units that are made of a single promoter and 280 transcriptional units that are made of tandem promoters.

4.2 Gate Generation

Once transcriptional units are created, the next step involves transforming them into genetic logic gates using VPR [149]. VPR facilitates model composition by mining for biological components and functional relationships from SYNBioHub instances that could be used to optimize an existing DNA-level design or to create a new design. It is important to note that if DNA parts are taken from one dataset on SYNBioHub for assembling transcriptional units and a different dataset is used when calling VPR, there is a possibility that VPR is unable to find data to enrich a given transcriptional unit.

Each transcriptional unit must be transferred into a separate SBOLDocument before calling VPR to ensure that VPR does not combine unintended Interactions between multiple transcriptional units when building a genetic logic gate. This process is performed by recursively copying each RootComponentDefinition to its own SBOLDocument. VPR is then called on each SBOLDocument so that the design can be enriched with additional SBOL data.

The VPR API creates an SBOL ModuleDefinition for the DNA-level design. Then, it adds to the ModuleDefinition proteins, small molecule, and complex that interact with the components in the design. In the example shown in Figure 4.3, four Interactions are found and added to the design. These four Interactions are protein X inhibiting Pro, Protein Y produced from CDS, and two degradation interactions for X and Y. Black arrows are MapsTo objects used to connect the proteins and DNA parts from the Interaction Modules to the transcriptional unit. VPR returns this information as a new SBOLDocument that can then be used for sorting gate types.
4.3 Identifying Gate Types

The enriched designs generated by VPR goes through a gate identification procedure to group the different structures of a genetic logic gate that exhibit the same logic behavior. The algorithm for this process is described in Algorithm 4.1. This method takes a ModuleDefinition, gateMD, generated from VPR and produces an identified genetic gate that has been classified as a NOT, NOR, OR, AND, or NAND gate. This method begins by creating two list of components, \( p \) and \( cds \), for storing the promoters and CDS that the gate has on its transcriptional unit. A map of components, \( \sigma \), is also created to store the molecules and the Interactions that connect them to the transcriptional unit. Then, molecules are collected by iterating through FunctionalComponents from gateMD. Each FunctionalComponent, \( fc \), is added into \( c \). Recall from Figure 4.3 that MapsTo object are used extensively in the enriched genetic gate design produced by VPR. Storing all \( fc \) instances used in gateMD ensures that the local parts that the MapsTo object referred to in the gateMD are accessible later on when parts and molecule information are needed to identify the gate. Because the promoter and the CDS region is defined in this workflow as the region where input molecules and output proteins interact directly to the transcriptional
Algorithm 4.1: GateIdentifier

1. **Inputs:** ModuleDefinition $gateMD$;
2. **Output:** Genetic Gate $g$;
3. $p = \langle \rangle$;
4. $c\text{ds} = \langle \rangle$;
5. $\sigma = \langle \rangle$;
6. $\text{foreach } fc \text{ in } gateMD.\text{FunctionalComponents} \text{ do}$
   7. $\text{component} = fc$;
   8. $\text{insert}(\sigma, \text{component})$;
   9. $\text{cd} = fc.\text{getCd}()$;
10. $\text{if } \text{cd is PROMOTER} \text{ then}$
11. $\text{add}(p, \text{component})$;
12. $\text{else if } \text{cd is CDS} \text{ then}$
13. $\text{add}(\text{cds}, \text{component})$;
14. $\text{foreach } m \text{ in } gateMD.\text{getModules} \text{ do}$
15. $\text{addGateInteraction}(m, \sigma)$;
16. $\text{return getGateType}(p, \text{cds})$;

unit, the $fc$ for these DNA parts are also stored in $p$ and $c$. The lists $p$ and $c$ are used afterwards when all information has been collected about the genetic gate.

The second step involves collecting the type of Interaction and its Participants that are involved in connecting components together to form the logic behavior of a genetic gate. This step is done by iterating through all Modules, $m$, instantiated in $gateMD$. Then addGateInteraction shown in Algorithm 4.2 is performed for each $m$ by linking interactions to the components collected in $\sigma$.

The first step in Algorithm 4.2 is to collect FunctionalComponents that are found in ModuleDefinition $m$. Then, $m$ is stored in refMD so that the information about Interactions is retrieved. Each Interaction, $i$, found in refMd is recorded by first collecting information about its Participants. The lists inputs and outputs are created to store when Participant, $p$, acts as inputs and outputs to $i$. In this case, the role of $p$ is used as a reference to track components that act as the input to an Interaction and which component represents the output from an Interaction. If the role of $p$ is INHIBITOR, STIMULATOR, TEMPLATE, or REACTANT, then $p$ is categorized as an input to $i$. Likewise, if the role of $p$ is INHIBITED, STIMULATED, or PRODUCT, then $p$ is categorized as an output to $i$. The components added to inputs and outputs are retrieved by first getting the FunctionalComponent referred to in refMd and storing it into localPart. Then, $\omega$ is used to retrieve the gatePart that
Algorithm 4.2: addGateInteraction

1. **Inputs**: Module \( m \), Map of Components \( \sigma \);
2. \( \omega = \text{getMapsToParts}(\text{module.MapsTos}); \)
3. \( \text{refMd} = m.MD; \)
4. **foreach** \( i \) **in** \( \text{refMd.Interactions} \) **do**
   5. \( \text{inputs} = \langle \rangle; \)
   6. \( \text{outputs} = \langle \rangle; \)
   7. **foreach** \( p \) **in** \( i.\text{Participations} \) **do**
      8. \( \text{localPart} = p.\text{Participant}; \)
      9. \( \text{gatePart} = \text{getPartMappings}(\omega, \text{localPart}); \)
     10. \( \text{component} = \text{getComponent}(\sigma, \text{gatePart}); \)
     11. **if** \( \text{getRole}(\text{gatePart}, \text{INHIBITED}) \lor \text{getRole}(\text{gatePart}, \text{STIMULATED}) \lor \)
           \( \text{getRole}(\text{gatePart}, \text{PRODUCT}) \) **then**
        12. \( \text{add}(<\text{outputs}, \text{component}); \)
     13. **else if** \( \text{getRole}(\text{gatePart}, \text{INHIBITOR}) \lor \text{getRole}(\text{gatePart}, \text{STIMULATOR}) \lor \)
           \( \text{getRole}(\text{gatePart}, \text{TEMPLATE}) \lor \text{getRole}(\text{gatePart}, \text{REACTANT}) \) **then**
        14. \( \text{add}(<\text{inputs}, \text{component}); \)
     15. \( iType = \text{getInteractionType}(i); \)
     16. **if** \( iType \neq \text{UNKNOWN} \) **then**
        17. **foreach** \( out \) **in** \( \text{outputs} \) **do**
           18. \( \text{addOutputInteraction}(iType, inputs); \)
        19. **foreach** \( in \) **in** \( \text{inputs} \) **do**
           20. \( \text{addInputInteraction}(iType, outputs); \)

connects to \( \text{localPart} \) from \( \text{gateMD} \). The \( \text{gatePart} \) is then used to look up the component from \( \omega \) to add onto the list of \( \text{inputs} \) and \( \text{outputs} \). At this point in Algorithm 4.2, all \( \text{inputs} \) and \( \text{outputs} \) for \( i \) have been collected. The next step is to retrieve the interaction type for \( i \) and storing it into \( iType \) by calling \( \text{getInteractionType} \). As long as \( iType \) is not classified as \( \text{UNKNOWN} \), then the components stored on the list of \( \text{inputs} \) and \( \text{outputs} \) are linked together with this \( iType \). This method continues until all \( \text{Interactions}, i \), have been traversed.

Once all information about the gates has been collected, then the last step in Algorithm 4.1 is to determine the gate type by calling \( \text{getGateType} \). This method takes the list for \( p \) and \( \text{cds} \) and produces a genetic gate, \( \text{g} \), that has been identified into its proper type. This method traverses all \( \text{components} \) that are linked to each promoter in \( p \) and coding sequences in \( \text{CDS} \) to identify the gates that are shown in Figure 4.4. If there is an interaction inhibiting a promoter, \( \text{Pro} \), and an interaction forming a production from a CDS to a protein, \( \text{Y} \), then the gate is identified as a \( \text{NOT} \) gate. \( \text{OR} \) gates are identified by looking for a transcriptional unit with two transcription factors, \( X_0 \) and \( X_1 \) activating a
Figure 4.4: Genetic logic gates that are identified and sorted in the gate generation process are \( \text{NOT} \), \( \text{NOR} \), \( \text{OR} \), wired \( \text{OR} \), \( \text{NAND} \), \( \text{AND} \), and NOTSUPPORTED gates. A \( \text{NOT} \) gate is identified as a transcriptional unit with a promoter repressed by an input protein \( X \) that produces an output protein \( Y \). An \( \text{OR} \) gate is identified as a transcriptional unit with a promoter activated by two input proteins \( X_0 \) and \( X_1 \) that produces an output protein \( Y \). A wired \( \text{OR} \) gate has identical structure as that of an \( \text{OR} \) gate but the input and output signals, in this case, are all identical. A \( \text{NAND} \) gate is identified as a transcriptional unit with tandem promoters that are both separately inhibited by two input proteins \( X_0 \) and \( X_1 \) that produces an output protein \( Y \). A \( \text{AND} \) gate is identified as two input proteins \( X_0 \) and \( X_1 \) forming a protein-to-protein complex to repress \( \text{Pro} \). When the protein-to-protein complex is not present, the output protein \( Y \) is produced. Because there are several ways to build a genetic logic gate that exhibit the same logic behavior, three different structures for a genetic \( \text{NOR} \) gates are supported. The first structure has a transcriptional unit with two transcription factors repressing a promoter (\( \text{Pro} \)) and producing an output protein \( Y \). The second structure has two forms of input molecules. The first is an input protein \( X_0 \) repressing the \( \text{Pro} \) and the second input is a small molecule \( X_1 \) forming a complex with the output protein \( Y \). The third structure resembles the second structure in which the second input signal \( X_1 \) forms a complex with the output signal. The difference in the third structure in comparison to the second structure is that \( X_1 \) is an input protein rather than a small molecule. Gates that are not identified as a \( \text{NOT} \), \( \text{OR} \), wired \( \text{OR} \), \( \text{NAND} \), \( \text{AND} \), and \( \text{NOR} \) gates are classified as NOTSUPPORTED Gates.
promoter Pro and a protein Y produced from a CDS. NAND gates are identified with a transcriptional unit with two transcription factors \( X_0 \) and \( X_1 \) repressing tandem promoters and produce an output protein \( Y \) from the CDS region. AND gates are identified as two proteins, \( X_0 \) and \( X_1 \), forming a complex to activate a promoter, Pro, and produce an output protein, Y.

NOR gates are identified for two type of structures. The first structure of a genetic NOR gate is made of two transcription factors \( X_0 \) and \( X_1 \), repressing one common promoter with an output protein \( Y \) produced from the CDS region. The second structure defines the input of \( X_1 \) as a small molecule or a protein that forms a complex with the output protein \( Y \). In this specific gate structure, the molecule signal for \( X_1 \) can go HIGH when the output protein \( Y \) is present. There is one special condition, however, when identifying the second structure NOR gate. Since this second structure comes from a transcriptional unit that was designed from half of a genetic toggle switch, extra information is included in this NOR gate after calling VPR. This extra information is shown in Figure 4.5 as the small molecule \( X_2 \) forming a complex with \( X_0 \). The gate identifier allows the identification of such gates without removing information. As long as this type of NOR gate fits the primary description that is expected in the second structure, this type of gate is recognized in Algorithm 4.1 as a NOR gate.

Wired OR gates are also supported in the gate generation procedure. Wired OR gates
are advantageous when the types of gates available to use in the workflow are limited. For example, if the technology mapping procedure needs NAND gates but none are available, then wired OR gates can be used to build such a gate.

NAND gates built from wired OR gates are made by connecting two NOT gates that produce the same output protein. The wired OR gate takes in two input proteins and produces one output protein that all have the same molecule signal. By connecting two NOT gates to a wired OR gate in this manner, the wired OR gate acts as a wire that ties the output protein from the two NOT gates.

Wired OR gates are generated in this workflow after genetic gates are enriched by VPR and have been identified into their proper gate types. All generated NOT gates are iterated through to build wired OR gates with input and output signals set to the same molecule signal. These wired OR gates can then export into SBOL library files that can be used for the technology mapping procedure.

If these wired OR gates are provided to Algorithm 4.1 for identifying its gate type, then they are returned as a wired OR gate and not a standard OR gate. This type of gate is recognized in the algorithm as a wired OR gate because the gate’s input and output all have the same molecule signal. Categorizing these wired gates in this manner also helps resolve crosstalk when these types of gates are used in the technology mapping procedure mentioned in Chapter 5.

If a given gateMD does not follow these expected gate structures that are presented in Figure 4.4, then the gate is categorized as a NOTSUPPORTED gate. The NOTSUPPORTED gates can be utilized in the technology mapping procedure by providing a structural Verilog of the gate so that the gate can be interpreted in the procedure. This finalizes the gate identifying procedure. A user building their library of gates can then decide whether these sorted gates can be exported in separate SBOL files or into a single SBOL file that they can then use for the technology mapping procedure mentioned in Chapter 5.

4.4 Summary

This chapter demonstrates a programmatic methodology for generating genetic gates. Large quantities of transcriptional units are assembled in SBOLDESIGNER using the concept of CombinatorialDerivation. The generated transcription units are enriched with genetic
interaction information using VPR. The enriched transcription units are then processed and identified as different gate types. This automated procedure was used to build two genetic gate libraries. These generated libraries are used for testing the work presented in Chapter 7.
CHAPTER 5

TECHNOLOGY MAPPING FOR ASYNCHRONOUS GENETIC CIRCUITS

The workflow described in this dissertation uses technology mapping, as shown in Figure 1.2, to realize a physical design from a gate-level design (netlist). Technology mapping, as applied to genetic circuits, is a class of optimization problem that aims to get an optimized design following a predefined scoring system while avoiding genetic constraints discussed in Figure 4.1. In the context of this dissertation, the goal is to minimize the sequence of the genetic circuit design. The technology mapping procedure presented in this workflow is adapted from Roehner et al. [103]. This dissertation incorporates all of the technology mapping algorithms in [103], including branch and bound, greedy, and exhaustive algorithms.

The technology mapping presented in this dissertation is different from the work presented in Roehner et al. This procedure builds around an asynchronous circuit design workflow. The technology mapping procedure takes a synthesized design using the procedures described in Section 3.2 and selects technology-specific gates generated in Section 4.2 while avoiding genetic constraints. The proposed technology mapping supports more logic gates. Namely, the proposed workflow allows the use of arbitrary gates by using \texttt{NOTSUPPORTED} gates. \texttt{NOTSUPPORTED} gates referred to in Section 4.3 are not identified as one of the core gates supported in this workflow. A user has the option to provide a Verilog file that defines the gate’s behavior in order to incorporate \texttt{NOTSUPPORTED} gates. The proposed technology mapping also supports memory gates, which are required for constructing sequential circuits.

This chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.1 describes a decomposition method applied to the synthesized design before technology mapping and the reasons why this
step is necessary in achieving better results. Then, the technology mapping procedure used in the workflow proposed in this dissertation is described. The technology mapping procedure is composed of two key steps: matching and covering. Section 5.2 goes over the implementation of the matching algorithm and Section 5.3 goes over the implementation for the covering algorithm and some variants. Details on handling genetic constraints are discussed throughout the matching and covering steps. Section 5.4 shows the process to generate a netlist of gates into SBOL. Lastly, Section 5.5 concludes the chapter with a summary of the highlights.

5.1 Boolean Decomposition

The ATACS tool produces a canonical normal form for the synthesized design using an SOP composed of NOT, OR, and AND gates. However, using technology mapping on the SOP representation of the logic circuit limits the solution set. The solution set can be expanded by using decomposition, where the structural design produced by the ATACS tool and the genetic logic gates from the generated gate library are decomposed into equivalent logic using only NOT and NOR gates. Decomposition is useful to find better gate mapping that can possibly yield better design results.

Using NOT and NOR gates is advantageous because a NOR gate is a universal gate that can be used to build any Boolean logic circuit. As shown on Figure 5.1, OR gate is represented by a series of NOR gates connected to a NOT gate. A 2-input AND gate involves attaching two 1-input NOT gates as inputs to a 2-input NOR gate. A NAND gate has a 2-input NOR gate with its input and output signals inverted with 1-input NOT gates. Section 3.2.4 has a detailed explanation on how individual gates can be decomposed into NOR and NOT gates. In addition to the gates described in Section 3.2.4, NOTSUPPORTED gates are also decomposed. Gates identified as NOTSUPPORTED are decomposed by performing synthesis on the gate and then applying logic minimization using the YOSYS tool on the resulting structural design. Logic minimization is performed due to a limited number of gates in the gate library and genetic constraints limiting the number of gates that can be used together. The decomposed gate is then parsed and converted into the SBOL data format using the Verilog parser implemented for the work described in Section 3.2.4.
Figure 5.1: A representation of the logic gates decomposed to a graph-based format before performing technology mapping. A 2-input AND gate involves attaching two 1-input NOT gates as inputs to a 2-input NOR gate. A NAND gate has a 2-input NOR gate with its input and output signals inverted with 1-input NOT gates. NOT and NOR gates, on the other hand, are left in their original form. The graph-based structure shown on the right of each genetic gate represents a DecomposedGraph. Circles represent nodes. A root node has no parent. A leaf node has no child. Interactions are used to form connections between nodes. Arrows with pointy heads indicate production and arrows with flat heads are repression. Color represents signal carrier type. A white DecomposedGraphNode indicates that there is no signal carrier type assigned. A DecomposedGraphNode can have a cost factor that is calculated by DNA sequences.

While logic gates and circuits used in the workflow are represented in SBOL, the technology mapping procedure uses a custom representation for the decomposed nodes. A graph-based structure is used to encode the decomposition of these genetic gates and specification. The graph-based structure, shown in Figure 5.1, is referred to in the implementation as a DecomposedGraph. A DecomposedGraph has a list of DecomposedGraphNode that represents the components used for assembling a genetic gate. A DecomposedGraphNode marked as a leaf node represents an input of a gate, and a DecomposedGraphNode marked as a root node represents an output of a gate. A DecomposedGraphNode can be assigned with a signal carrier type based on the color of the nodes shown in Figure 5.1. DecomposedGraphNodes with the same color indicate that the signal carrier types are the same. A white DecomposedGraphNode indicates that there is no signal carrier type assigned. A
DecomposedGraphNode connects to another DecomposedGraphNode by adding a NodeInteractionType. NodeInteractionType uses repression and production as ontology terms to define the relationship between connecting DecomposedGraphNodes.

Figure 5.2 shows the mapping of SBOL objects to the objects described above. That is, ModuleDefinition objects are converted into DecomposedGraph objects, FunctionalComponent objects are converted into DecomposedGraphNode nodes, and Interaction objects are converted into NodeInteractionType objects. A DecomposedGraphNode is set to a leaf if a FunctionalComponent has its Direction set to DirectionType.IN and a DecomposedGraphNode is set to an output node if a FunctionalComponent has its Direction set to DirectionType.OUT. The Type of each Interaction within a ModuleDefinition, represented as an SBO [142] term, is converted into NodeInteractionType. If the Type contains SystemsBiologyOntology.INHIBITION, then the converted NodeInteractionType is set to NodeInteractionType.REPRESSION. The direction of the node interactions is determined by locating the DecomposedGraphNodes for the Participants involved in the Participation of an Interaction. If the Participant has the Role INHIBITED, then the DecomposedGraphNode for this Participant is set as the parent for its NodeInteractionType. The child of this NodeInteractionType is set to the DecomposedGraphNode with the Participant containing the Role of INHIBITOR. The same concept applies when an Interaction with Type SystemsBiologyOntology.GENETIC_PRODUCTION is encountered. If an Interaction has Type SystemsBiologyOntology.GENETIC_PRODUCTION, the node relationship is set to NodeInteractionType.PRODUCTION. The DecomposedGraphNode representing the parent of this NodeInteractionType is the Participant containing the Role of PRODUCT. The DecomposedGraphNode representing the child of this NodeInteractionType is the Partici-

Figure 5.2: A figure to illustrate how an SBOL data model is converted into a DecomposedGraph. This conversion transforms the given structural specification to a graph-based structure before performing technology mapping so that genetic gates can map to the specification. NOTSUPPORTED gates can also use this conversion if a behavioral Verilog was provided and synthesized into a structural representation.
A DecomposedGraphNode has a score. On a library of genetic gates, the score set on the root DecomposedGraphNode acts as the cost (in DNA sequence length) for using the gate. On a specification, the score set on each DecomposedGraphNode serves as a scoreboard to keep track of the best designs. Effectively, the score of each node indicates the DNA sequence length of the sub-circuit up to the node. A DecomposedGraphNode also has a feature to allow a user to preselect a specific ComponentDefinition when performing technology mapping. This feature provides a user the capability to indicate what specific molecule must pair to a particular DecomposedGraphNode, which can improve runtime since it constrains the solution space. A caveat to this preselected feature is the URI obtained from the given ComponentDefinition must exist as a primary input or a primary output within one of the libraries of genetic gates provided for technology mapping. If the library of genetic gates does not contain ComponentDefinitions with this same URI, the technology mapping procedure will not find a solution. The use of these features is explained in further detail in Section 5.3.

Once the library of genetic gates and the structural design of the specification are decomposed, the technology mapping procedure can then proceed to the matching step. For the remainder of this chapter, the matching and covering steps are discussed using DecomposedGraph as the internal data structure for performing technology mapping.

5.2 Matching

Matching entails filtering through a list of library gates and recording which genetic gate is capable of covering a subset of the DecomposedGraph for the design specification. While the matching step in Roehner et al. [103] requires the specification to be a directed acyclic graph (DAG)(i.e., only combinational circuits), the matching step described in this chapter supports feedback loops, and thus sequential circuits. The algorithm is described in Algorithm 5.1. The algorithm takes a DecomposedGraph, S, representing the design specification and a gate library, G, as inputs. The algorithm outputs M, which maps each node in S to a list of gates that can be used to cover that particular node.

The first step in matching is to indicate that all nodes in S have not been traversed by assigning the nodes with a score of ∞. Topological sort is then called on S to get the order
Algorithm 5.1: Match

1. **Input:** Specification $S$, Gate Library $G$;  
2. **Output:** Map of node matches $M$;  
3. setAllGraphNodeScore($S$, $\infty$);  
4. $N = \text{topologicalSort}(S)$;  
5. **foreach** $n$ in $N$ do  
6.   **foreach** $g$ in $G$ do  
7.     if isMatch($n$, $g$.root) then  
8.        insert($M$, $n$, $g$);  
9.        totalScore = score($g$) + score($n$);  
10.       if totalScore < score($n$) then  
11.          setScore($n$, totalScore);  
12.       if $\neg\text{contains}(M, n)$ then  
13.          setScore($n$, 0);  
14.   return $M$;  

that $DecomposedGraphNodes$ should be visited when pairing genetic gates. The topological sort implemented in this matching step is ordered from leaf nodes to the root node. The sorted nodes are stored in list $N$. Each node $n$ in $N$ checks if a genetic gate, $g$, provided in the library $G$ can be used to cover that particular subset of the specification using $Algorithm 5.2$. If there is a match, then gate $g$ is inserted into the output $M$ as a match for node $n$. The score of node $n$ is also computed when selecting the gate. This is used as a bound in the covering method. A gate, $g$, can pair to a $DecomposedGraphNode$, $n$, in $S$ if all $DecomposeGraphNodes$ of $g$ and the $InteractionTypes$ connecting these $DecomposedGraphNodes$ match the structure of $n$. Since the order of the inputs matters when mapping gates to the specification, this matching process checks for different corner cases (described later on) when pairing genetic gates to the specification.

As shown in $Algorithm 5.2$, a set $visited$ is created to catalog the $DecomposedGraphNode$ encountered when checking if the structure of a genetic gate matches the structure of the specification's $DecomposedGraphNode$. This set also eliminates infinite loops when traversing $DecomposedGraphNodes$ with feedback. The queue indicates the order in which each $DecomposedGraphNode$ on the specification is visited and matched. During initialization, the queue adds the root $DecomposedGraphNode$ of $s$ and $g$. Initializing the queue to start at the root $DecomposedGraphNode$ of $s$ and $g$ indicates where the matching pattern begins. $DecomposedGraphNode$ for $s$ and $g$ are continually added to this queue until the leaf nodes
for $g$ are encountered. Matching a node $g$ to a node $s$ begins by removing the first pairing of nodes $s$ and $g$ from the queue and storing each node to $curr_s$ and $curr_g$, respectively. Then, requirements that define if $g$ matches $s$ are checked in the following order. First, the ComponentDefinition URI for $curr_s$ and $curr_g$ is checked for equivalency if the $curr_s$ has been assigned with a ComponentDefinition URI. Second, the number of children for $curr_s$ and $curr_g$ is checked to see if they are the same size. Third, properties of the children

```plaintext
Algorithm 5.2: isMatch

1. Inputs: Specification node $s$, Genetic Gate $g$;
2. Output: Boolean;
3. visited = $\emptyset$;
4. queue = $\emptyset$;
5. insert(queue, $s$, $g$);
6. while $\neg queue$.empty do
7.     curr_s, curr_g = queue.pop;
8.     if isPreselected(curr_s) then
9.         if $\neg$ isNodeCdMatch(curr_s, curr_g) then
10.            return false;
11.        if size(curr_s.children) $\neq$ size(curr_g.children) then
12.            return false;
13.        if size(curr_s.children) = 1 $\land$ interactionMatch(curr_s, curr_g) then
14.            if isPreselected(curr_s.child1) $\land$ hasCdAssigned(curr_g.child1) then
15.                if $\neg$ contains(visited, curr_s.child1) then
16.                    add(visited, curr_s.child1);
17.                    add(queue, curr_s.child1, curr_g.child1);
18.                else if $\neg$ contains(visited, curr_s.child1) then
19.                    add(visited, curr_s.child1);
20.                    add(queue, curr_s.child1, curr_g.child1);
21.            else if size(curr_s.children) = 2 $\land$ interactionMatch(curr_s, curr_g) then
22.                if isPreselected(curr_s.children) then
23.                    match2inputPreselect(queue, visited, curr_s.children, curr_g.children);
24.                else
25.                    if $\neg$ contains(visited, curr_s.child1) then
26.                        add(visited, curr_s.child1);
27.                        add(queue, curr_s.child1, curr_g.child1);
28.                    if $\neg$ contains(visited, curr_s.child2) then
29.                        add(visited, curr_s.child2);
30.                        add(queue, curr_s.child2, curr_g.child2);
31.                    if $\neg$ visited.containsAll(curr_s.children()) then
32.                        return false;
33.        return true;
```
node for curr_s and curr_g are checked before adding the children nodes to the queue to continue matching the next set of nodes on s and g. In the case that one child connects to curr_s and curr_g and the interactions that connect the parent to the child node on s and g match, then two corner cases are checked. The first corner case examines if the first child of curr_g has been preselected with a molecule signal. If the signal assignment on curr_s.child1 matches with the signal on curr_g.child1, then queue adds curr_s.child1 and curr_g.child1 and visited adds curr_s.child1 if visited has not encountered curr_s.child1. The second corner case applies when curr_s.child1 does not have a ComponentDefinition preselected. In this scenario, the curr_s.child1 adds to the queue if it has not been visited.

Similar corner cases apply when there are two children connected to curr_s and curr_g and their interactions connected on curr_s are the same as they are on curr_g. If the children nodes for curr_s are preselected, then the signals assigned to the children nodes are checked for equivalency with the children nodes of curr_g. These signal checks are performed in match2inputPreselect. In this scenario, there are four corner cases that are checked before the children nodes for curr_s and curr_g are added to the queue.

The first corner case applies when curr_s.child1 is preselected and curr_s.child2 has not been preselected. An input signal for curr_g in this case must match the signal assigned to curr_child1. If there is an input signal on curr_g that matches the signal assigned to curr_s.child1, then visited and queue are updated with the children nodes for curr_s and curr_g if visited does not contain curr_s.child and curr_s.child2. The second corner case is an inverse of the first corner case and follows the same checks. The third corner case applies when curr_s.child1 and curr_s.child2 are preselected with a molecule signal. In this scenario, both input signals for curr_g must match the signals assigned to the two children of curr_s. This scenario involves checking the assignment of curr_g.input1 and curr_g.input2 in two different orientations. If one orientation does not match, the pairing of signals is reversed to ensure that the matching of g on s is not dependent on the layout of g paired to s. The fourth corner case occurs when curr_s.child1 and curr_s.child2 are not preselected with molecule signals. In this case, the queue and visited updates if curr_s.child1 and curr_s.child2 have not been visited. False returns from isMatch when the children for curr_s were not all encountered. True returns from isMatch when queue is empty and all nodes in g have been traversed and checked with s.
If Algorithm 5.2 returns true for a node pair, \( g \) and \( n \), then the pair is inserted into \( M \). The score of \( n \) is also updated if the total score of \( g \) summed with \( n \) is less than the current score of \( n \). The score of \( g \) is determined based on summing the length of all \textit{Sequences} referenced by all \textit{ComponentDefinitions} that compose the genetic gate. Note that DNA sequence length is used as the score because sequence length of a DNA has shown correlations to the delay of transcription and translation [103]. Nonetheless, there are many other ways to score a design. Chapter 8 proposes other relevant genetic circuit parameters that could be incorporated for future work. In the case that no gates can map to \( n \), then the score of \( n \) is set to zero. This matching step continues until all \textit{DecomposedGraphNodes} in \( N \) have been visited. The solution returned from this match algorithm is then used in the covering step.

In order to better understand how the matching procedure works, an example is used. \textbf{Figure 5.3} shows an example of a technology mapping problem, where the specification is a decomposed \textit{AND} gate and five genetic gates are provided in the gate library. The goal is to select gates that realize the specification while minimizing cost. The cost of each gate is calculated by the sum of sequences stored on the \textit{DecomposedGraphNodes}. The color
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\caption{An example of the technology mapping procedure taking in two forms of inputs. The first is a specification describing an AND gate. The second is a library containing five genetic gates. The cost of each gate is calculated by the sum of sequences stored on the \textit{DecomposedGraphNodes}. The color code assigned to each genetic gate’s \textit{DecomposedGraphNode} indicates the assignment of a molecule signal. If \textit{DecomposedGraphNodes} have the same color assigned, then this indicates that molecule signals are the same.}
\end{figure}
code assigned to each genetic gate’s DecomposedGraphNode indicates the assignment of a molecule signal. If DecomposedGraphNode have the same color assigned, then this indicates that molecule signals are the same.

**Figure 5.4** shows the result of the technology mapping procedure after calling the matching step on the AND specification. In this step, the library of genetic gates is mapped onto the AND specification. Genetic gates that can map to the specification are recorded on the specification’s DecomposedGraphNode. Where a genetic gate maps on the specification’s DecomposedGraphNode corresponds to the gate’s root DecomposedGraphNode.

### 5.3 Covering

The map of node $M$ produced from the matching procedure is then used to perform the covering procedure. Covering obtains an optimal solution that realizes the specification. There are three covering methods that are supported in the proposed workflow: exhaustive, greedy, and branch and bound. The number of optimal solutions varies depending on the selected algorithm.

![Matching Diagram](image.png)

**Figure 5.4**: The result of the matching step when applied on the AND specification. In this step, the library of genetic gates are mapped onto the AND specification. Genetic gates that can map to the specification are recorded on the specification’s DecomposedGraphNode. Where a genetic gate maps on the specification’s DecomposedGraphNode corresponds to the gate’s root DecomposedGraphNode.
5.3.1 Exhaustive Covering Algorithm

The exhaustive covering algorithm is a brute force methodology for finding and enumerating every possible solution. Exhaustive is performed by calling Algorithm 5.3 to generate all possible solutions. Algorithm 5.3 takes a map of node matches $M$, a number of solution $\gamma$, and a Boolean flag $sortMatches$ to produce a list of solution $\alpha$. When calling exhaustive, $\gamma$ is set to $MAX$-VALUE to specify that the list of solutions returned from Algorithm 5.3 should contain all possible solutions generated for the desired specification. $sortMatches$ is set to false to indicate that genetic gates selected at each node in specification should not depend on the order in which gates are sorted when building a solution.

Algorithm 5.3 begins with $queueOfSol$ and $\alpha$ as two empty lists. $queueOfSol$ stores the order of possible solutions that are evaluated and $\alpha$ stores complete solutions that are found when performing $baseCover$. $S$ represents the specification that the matching procedure used for pairing genetic gates and it is used in this covering algorithm for generating solutions from those genetic gates that pair to the specification. $\beta$ is a technology mapping solution initialized to zero. The root node of $S$ adds to $\beta$ as an unmappedNode to indicate the beginning node on $S$ that a genetic gate can map onto. Then, $\beta$ adds to $queueOfSol$ as the first solution that needs to be evaluated. As long as $queueOfSol$ is not empty, then the first technology mapping solution is evaluated by removing from $queueOfSol$ and storing to $\beta$. If $\beta$ has unmappedNodes that are needed to assign genetic gates to, then $nextUnmappedNode$ retrieves the $\beta$ and stores it into $s$. Genetic gates that map to $s$ are retrieved from $getGateList$ using $M$ to look up the node $s$ and the list of gates are then stored into $gateList$. Each gate $g$ is evaluated at node $s$ to ensure constraints that determine if a $g$ can include in solution $\beta$ by checking for the following conditions. The first condition is to check if $s$ has been assigned with a $ComponentDefinition$ by calling $hasCdAssigned$ and if the output signal of $g$ matches the assigned $ComponentDefinition$ value. This type of check ensures molecule signals must be the same in order to link the input and output signals of $g$ to its neighboring gates assigned in $\beta$. Figure 5.5 shows $\text{NOT}_1$ and $\text{NOT}_2$ as two possible genetic gates that can map to the specification node encased within the dashed rectangular box. The color assigned to each node in the $DecomposedGraphNodes$ indicates the molecule signal assigned to that node. Nodes that have the same color indicate that the same molecule signal is assigned. In this example, $\text{NOT}_1$ can assign to the yellow node in
Algorithm 5.3: baseCover

1 Inputs: Map of node matches $M$, Number of Solutions $\gamma$, Boolean sortMatches;
2 Output: List of Solutions $\lambda$;
3 queueOfSol = $\langle \rangle$;
4 $\alpha = \langle \rangle$;
5 $S = M$.specific;
6 $\beta = \emptyset$;
7 setScore($\beta$, 0);
8 addUnmappedNode($\beta$, S.root);
9 add(queueOfSol, $\beta$);
10 while ~queueOfSol.empty do
11     $\beta = \text{queueOfSol}.\text{pop}$;
12     while hasUnmappedNode($\beta$) do
13         $s = \text{nextUnmappedNode}(\beta)$;
14         gateList = getGateList($M$, $s$);
15         if gateList.empty then
16             continue;
17         if sortMatches then
18             sortAscendingOrder($M$, gateList);
19         foreach $g$ in gateList do
20             if hasCdAssigned($s$) \&\& getAssignedComponent($s$) $\neq g$\textunderscore output then
21                 continue;
22             if isRoot($S$, $s$) then
23                 assignNode($s$, $g$.output);
24             next_s = getMatchingEndNodes($s$, $g$);
25             if size(next_s) = 1 then
26                 Cover_1input($\lambda$, $s$, next_s, $g$, queueOfSol);
27             else if size(next_s) = 2 then
28                 Cover_2input($\lambda$, $s$, next_s, $g$, queueOfSol);
29             if isSolutionComplete($S$, $\beta$) then
30                 if ~hasCrosstalk($\beta$) then
31                     if size($\alpha$) < $\gamma$ then
32                         insert($\alpha$, $\beta$);
33                     else
34                         return $\alpha$;
35                 end if
36             end if
37             return $\alpha$;
38         end if
39     end while
40 end while
Figure 5.5: An example to show how signal carrier mismatch is determined when covering a genetic gate to the specification. A genetic gate is added to the current solution when the molecule signal on a root `DecomposedGraphNode` of a genetic gate matches the molecule signal assigned to a specification's `DecomposedGraphNode`. In this example, the brown `DecomposedGraphNode` for `NOT_2` does not match the yellow `DecomposedGraphNode` assigned on the specification. However, `NOT_1` has the same molecule signal that matches the assigned specification's `DecomposedGraphNode` and is thus added to the current solution for covering.

the specification because `NOT_1` has the same molecule signal assigned to its output node. `NOT_2`, however, cannot assign to the yellow node on the specification because its output node does not match in signal type.

If the signal matches from the output value of `g` to `s`, then the solution, $\beta$, is copied over and stored into $\lambda$ to ensure that each solution evaluated at node `s` for different gate `g` is not overwritten. The second condition is to check if `s` is a root node of `S`, then the output signal of `g` is assigned to `s`. This check ensures that the root node `s` is not left empty without a molecule assignment. The third check is to look at the children node where `g` ends on `S` and observe if input signals for `g` match signals at `S`. The children nodes where the input signals of `g` map on `S` are computed by calling `getEndNodes`. `getEndNodes` takes in two `DecomposedGraphNode` to indicate where the root node of `g` maps to the node of `s` and returns a list of `DecomposedGraphNode` where `g` ends on `s`. Figure 5.6 shows
Figure 5.6: The purpose of EndNodes is used for matching the DecomposedGraphNodes for g paired to s. EndNodes are calculated by determining where the root of a genetic gate begins and where the genetic gate’s leaf DecomposedGraphNodes end on the specification. In this figure, the yellow and blue DecomposedGraphNodes indicate where NOR1 ends on the given specification. The EndNodes calculated in this example is where the yellow and blue DecomposedGraphNodes map on the specification DecomposedGraphNodes.

an example of getEndNodes performed on NOR1 mapped to the specification. In this example, the purple nodes on NOR1 and the specification are provided to getEndNodes as the starting point where NOR1 maps to the specification. The yellow and blue nodes on the specification are used to indicate where the leaf nodes of NOR1 end on the specification and are returned from this method as the children nodes of s. These children nodes are stored in next_s.

If the size of next_s is one, then Algorithm 5.4 is called to check if the one input gate matches the signal assigned at next_s before adding g to λ. totalScore represents the total score of λ if g is added to λ as a part of the solution. Then, the first node in next_s is evaluated to see if it has been assigned with a ComponentDefinition at λ. If there is no ComponentDefinition assigned to next_s.first, then the gate is added to the λ and assigned to node s. The score for λ is also updated with the totalScore to reflect the addition of a new gate added to the solution. Then, next_s.first is assigned with the input signal of g with a ComponentDefinition. λ is also added back onto queueOfSol to continue on generating a complete solution for the specification. In the case that next_s.first has been assigned with a ComponentDefinition, then the input signal of g is compared to next_s.first. If the ComponentDefinition matches, then the g maps to s and adds to λ. The score of λ is also
Algorithm 5.4: Cover_input

1 Input: Map of Node $\lambda$, Specification Node $s$, List of Specification Nodes $next_s$, Genetic Gate $g$, List of Solution $queueOfSol$;
2 totalScore = score($\lambda$) + score($g$);
3 if $\neg$isNodeMapped($\lambda$, $next_s$.first) then
   4   addGate($\lambda$, $s$, $g$);
   5   setScore($\lambda$, totalScore);
   6   assignNode($\lambda$, $next_s$.first, $g$.input1);
   7   addUnmappedNode($\lambda$, $next_s$.first);
   8   add($queueOfSol$, $\lambda$);
9 else
10   if isNodeCdMatch($next_s$.first, $g$.input1) then
11      12      addGate($\lambda$, $s$, $g$);
13      14      setScore($\lambda$, totalScore);
updated with totalScore to reflect the addition of a $g$ added to $\lambda$.

If the size of the children nodes for $next_s$ is two, then Algorithm 5.5 is called. Because there are two nodes that the input signals for $g$ can assign to $next_s$, then each node for $next_s$ must check if it can pair with both input signals of $g$. There are four scenarios that could happen during this condition. The first scenario is when $next_s$.second is not assigned with a ComponentDefinition and $next_s$.second is assigned with a ComponentDefinition. In this case, one input signal of $g$ must match a ComponentDefinition signal assigned to $next_s$.second. If the signal matches, then Algorithm 5.6 is called so that $g$ can map to $s$ and is added to the solution $\lambda$. The score of $\lambda$ is updated to reflect the addition of $g$ to $\lambda$. The next unmapped node added to $\lambda$ is $next_s$.first. Then, the new solution for $\lambda$ is added onto $queueOfSol$ to continue covering the procedure.

The second scenario occurs when $next_s$.first is assigned and $next_s$.second is not assigned with a ComponentDefinition. In this case, the same condition applies from the first scenario but $next_s$.second is added to $\lambda$ as the unmapped node. The third scenario occurs when $next_s$.first and $next_s$.second are assigned with a ComponentDefinition. In this case, both input signals of $g$ must match the ComponentDefinition assigned to the two nodes in $next_s$. The last scenario occurs when both nodes in $next_s$ are not assigned with a ComponentDefinition. In this case, $sol1$ and $sol2$ are two technology mapping solutions created to test different orientation of the input signals for $g$ assigned to $next_s$. The solution for $sol1$ represents the assignment of $next_s$.first assigned to $g$.input1 and $next_s$.second assigned
Algorithm 5.5: Cover_2input

1 \textbf{Input:} Map of Node $\lambda$, Specification Node $s$, List of Specification Nodes $next_s$, Genetic Gate $g$, List of Solution queueOfSol;

2 \textbf{if} $\neg \text{isNodeMapped}(\lambda, next_s.first) \land \text{isNodeMapped}(\lambda, next_s.second)$ \textbf{then}
3 \hspace{1em} \textbf{if} $\text{isNodeCdMatch}(\lambda, next_s.second, g.input1)$ \textbf{then}
4 \hspace{2em} updateCovSol(queueOfSol, $\lambda, s, g$, totalScore, next_s.first, g.input2);
5 \hspace{2em} \textbf{else if} $\text{isNodeCdMatch}(\lambda, next_s.second, g.input2)$ \textbf{then}
6 \hspace{3em} updateCovSol(queueOfSol, $\lambda, s, g$, totalScore, next_s.first, g.input1);
7 \hspace{1em} \textbf{else if} $\text{isNodeMapped}(\lambda, next_s.first) \land \neg \text{isNodeMapped}(\lambda, next_s.second)$ \textbf{then}
8 \hspace{2em} \textbf{if} $\text{isNodeCdMatch}(\lambda, next_s.first, g.input1)$ \textbf{then}
9 \hspace{3em} updateCovSol(queueOfSol, $\lambda, s, g$, totalScore, next_s.second, g.input2);
10 \hspace{2em} \textbf{else if} $\text{isNodeCdMatch}(\lambda, next_s.second, g.input2)$ \textbf{then}
11 \hspace{3em} updateCovSol(queueOfSol, $\lambda, s, g$, totalScore, next_s.second, g.input1);
12 \hspace{1em} \textbf{else if} $\text{isNodeMapped}(\lambda, next_s.first) \land \text{isNodeMapped}(\lambda, next_s.second)$ \textbf{then}
13 \hspace{2em} \textbf{if} $\text{isNodeCdMatch}(\lambda, next_s.first, g.input1) \land
14 \hspace{3em} \text{isNodeCdMatch}(\lambda, next_s.second, g.input2)$ \textbf{then}
15 \hspace{4em} addGate($\lambda, s, g$);
16 \hspace{4em} setScore($\lambda$, totalScore);
17 \hspace{2em} \textbf{else if} $\text{isNodeCdMatch}(\lambda, next_s.first, g.input2) \land
18 \hspace{3em} \text{isNodeCdMatch}(\lambda, next_s.second, g.input1)$ \textbf{then}
19 \hspace{4em} addGate($\lambda, s, g$);
20 \hspace{4em} setScore($\lambda$, totalScore);
21 \textbf{else}
22 \hspace{2em} sol1 = $\lambda$;
23 \hspace{2em} addGate(sol1, $s, g$);
24 \hspace{2em} setScore(sol1, totalScore);
25 \hspace{2em} assignNode(sol1, next_s.first, g.input1);
26 \hspace{2em} assignNode(sol1, next_s.second, g.input2);
27 \hspace{2em} addUnmappedNode(sol1, next_s.first);
28 \hspace{2em} addUnmappedNode(sol1, next_s.second);
29 \hspace{2em} add(sol1, queueOfSol);
30 \hspace{1em} sol2 = $\lambda$;
31 \hspace{2em} addGate(sol2, $s, g$);
32 \hspace{2em} setScore(sol2, totalScore);
33 \hspace{2em} assignNode(sol2, next_s.first, g.input1);
34 \hspace{2em} assignNode(sol2, next_s.second, g.input2);
35 \hspace{2em} addUnmappedNode(sol2, next_s.first);
36 \hspace{2em} addUnmappedNode(sol2, next_s.second);
37 \hspace{2em} add(sol2, queueOfSol);
Algorithm 5.6: updateCovSol

1 Inputs: List of Solution queueOfSol, Map of Node $\lambda$, Specification Node $s$, Genetic Gate $g$, Score of Solution $totalScore$, Specification Nodes $next_s$, Gate signal $gs$;
2 addGate($\lambda, s, g$);
3 setScore($\lambda, totalScore$);
4 assignNode($\lambda, next_s, gs$);
5 addUnmappedNode($\lambda, next_s$);
6 add(queueOfSol, $\lambda$);
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1 Inputs: List of Solution queueOfSol, Map of Node $\lambda$, Specification Node $s$, Genetic Gate $g$, Score of Solution $totalScore$, Specification Nodes $next_s$, Gate signal $gs$;
2 addGate($\lambda, s, g$);
3 setScore($\lambda, totalScore$);
4 assignNode($\lambda, next_s, gs$);
5 addUnmappedNode($\lambda, next_s$);
6 add(queueOfSol, $\lambda$);

Algorithm 5.6: updateCovSol

1 Inputs: List of Solution queueOfSol, Map of Node $\lambda$, Specification Node $s$, Genetic Gate $g$, Score of Solution $totalScore$, Specification Nodes $next_s$, Gate signal $gs$;
2 addGate($\lambda, s, g$);
3 setScore($\lambda, totalScore$);
4 assignNode($\lambda, next_s, gs$);
5 addUnmappedNode($\lambda, next_s$);
6 add(queueOfSol, $\lambda$);

Algorithm 5.6: updateCovSol

1 Inputs: List of Solution queueOfSol, Map of Node $\lambda$, Specification Node $s$, Genetic Gate $g$, Score of Solution $totalScore$, Specification Nodes $next_s$, Gate signal $gs$;
2 addGate($\lambda, s, g$);
3 setScore($\lambda, totalScore$);
4 assignNode($\lambda, next_s, gs$);
5 addUnmappedNode($\lambda, next_s$);
6 add(queueOfSol, $\lambda$);

to $g.input2$. Gate $g$ is then assigned to $s$ and added to sol1. The score for sol1 is updated and both $next_s.first$ and $next_s.second$ are added as the next set of nodes that are used to perform covering on sol1. sol1 is also added to the queueOfSol as a possible solution. sol2 is similar to sol1 except the input signal for $g$ assigned to $next_s.first$ and $next_s.second$ are inverted.

Algorithm 5.7: hasCrosstalk

1 Input: Specification $S$, Map of Node $\beta$;
2 Output: Boolean;
3 signals = {};
4 foreach $s$ in $S$ do
5   $cd$ = getAssignedComponents($s$, signals);
6   if ¬empty($cd$) then
7     if contains($cd$, signals) then
8       return true;
9 return false;
contained within signals. True is returned, in this case, if signals already contains cd. False is returned when each cd stored in signals is unique.

An illustration to show how crosstalk is considered in the covering step is shown in Figure 5.7. In this example, NOT₂, if added to the current solution, causes crosstalk with an existing genetic gate that has already been selected in the solution. The DecomposedGraphNodes causing crosstalk in this example is the tan colored DecomposedGraphNode located in the specification conflicting with the tan colored DecomposedGraphNode in NOT₂. NOT₁, if added to the current solution, avoids crosstalk because the colors assigned to each DecomposedGraphNode in the specification are unique.

If Algorithm 5.3 identified that the solution β does not have crosstalk, then β is added to α if the size of α is less than the number of solution specified as γ. Because exhausting

![Figure 5.7](image-url)

Figure 5.7: An example to show how crosstalk is computed in the covering step. In this example, NOT₂, if added to the current solution, causes crosstalk with an existing genetic gate that has already been selected in the solution. The DecomposedGraphNodes causing crosstalk in this example is the tan colored DecomposedGraphNode located in the specification conflicting with the tan colored DecomposedGraphNode in NOT₂. NOT₁, if added to the current solution, avoids crosstalk because the colors assigned to each DecomposedGraphNode in the specification are unique.
generates all solutions that can map to $S$, each solution $\beta$ will continue to add to $\alpha$ until all possible solutions have been explored. This covering routine stops when all solutions are evaluated in $\text{queuOfSol}$.

One of the problems of the exhaustive method is its complexity. Because all possible solutions are enumerated, the time it takes to find all solutions results in $O(n!)$, where $n$ represents the number of $\text{DecomposedGraphNodes}$ in the specification. Factorial of $n$ results from enumerating multiple solutions at each specification’s $\text{DecomposedGraphNode}$ with a different selection of genetic circuit.

### 5.3.2 Greedy Covering Algorithm

Greedy is a covering algorithm designed to find a solution by choosing genetic gates with the lowest score at each step performed in the covering method. Genetic gates selected in this covering algorithm are locally optimal but not globally optimal. The drawback of this algorithm is that the selection of one genetic gate affects the decision of future genetic gates. Although a genetic gate selected at the beginning of the covering algorithm may have low cost, this restricts future gate coverings. These restricted genetic gates could produce a covering solution with a better score than the one computed by the greedy algorithm. However, this covering method is advantageous to use when the specification has optimal substructures and the library of genetic gates is limited to the choices that can pair to the specification.

Presented in this work is a greedy algorithm designed to produce the first $n$ number of solutions found, where $n$ represents a finite integer value. The greedy covering algorithm is similar to the exhaustive algorithm because it calls the same $\text{baseCovering}$. The difference in implementation is specifying $\gamma$ to be an $n$ value provided by the user running this technology mapping procedure. The last difference is setting the $\text{sortMatches}$ to true so that the genetic gate selected at each node $s$ is always evaluating $g$ with the lowest score first.

### 5.3.3 Branch and Bound Covering

Branch and bound is a covering algorithm that uses scores from genetic gates as a cost factor to find the best solution with the lowest cost for generating a netlist of genetic gates. Branch and bound is advantageous to use when looking for an optimal solution that
best satisfies all the constraints that are considered in the method. **Algorithm 5.8** is an implementation of the branch and bound algorithm. This algorithm takes a specification $S$ to perform the covering method on, a specification node $s$ to map a genetic gate, a map of node $\beta$ to store the current technology mapping solution, and a map of node $M$ that stores the list of genetic gates mapped at each node in $S$. This algorithm produces a technology mapping solution $\alpha$ that represents a netlist with the lowest score summed by all genetic gates selected to form a complete cover for $S$.

This algorithm begins by retrieving all genetic gates mapped at $s$ from $M$ and storing the list of genetic gates in $gateList$. In the case that there is no gate mapped at $s$, then this indicates that $s$ is at the end of the specification $S$. When this happens, the solution for $\beta$ is checked to see if the solution found at that instant is complete, has crosstalk, and if the score of $\beta$ is better than the score of $\alpha$. If these three conditions are satisfied, then $\beta$ is returned as the best solution. Otherwise, the existing best solution for $\alpha$ is returned.

**Algorithm 5.8: BranchBoundRecurse**

1. **Inputs**: Specification $S$, Specification Node $s$, Map of Node $\beta$, Genetic Gate $prev_g$
2. **Map of node matches $M$**;
3. **Output**: Map of Node $\alpha$;
4. if $\neg$ $\text{gateList}.\text{empty}$ then
5.   if $\text{isSolutionComplete}(S, \beta) \land \neg\text{hasCrosstalk}(S, \beta) \land \text{score}(\beta) < \text{score}(\alpha)$ then
6.     return $\beta$;
7. else
8.     return $\alpha$;
9. foreach $g$ in $gateList$ do
10.   estimatedScore = $\text{score}(g) + \text{score}(\beta) + \text{score}(s)$;
11.   if $\text{estimatedScore} \geq \text{score}(\alpha)$ then
12.     continue;
13.   $\lambda = \beta$;
14.   $\text{addGate}($$\lambda$, $s$, $g$);
15.   $\text{setScore}($$\lambda$, $\text{score}(\lambda) + \text{score}(g)$);
16.   if $\text{isRoot}(S, s)$ then
17.     $\text{assignNode}(\lambda, s, g.\text{output})$;
18.   $\text{next}_s = \text{getMatchingEndNodes}(s, g)$;
19.   if $\text{size}(\text{next}_s) = 1$ then
20.     $\text{bbCover}_1\text{input}(\alpha, \lambda, S, s, \text{next}_s, gM)$;
21.   else if $\text{size}(\text{next}_s) = 2$ then
22.     $\text{bbCover}_2\text{input}(\alpha, \lambda, S, s, \text{next}_s, g, M)$;
23. return $\alpha$;
If there are genetic gates assigned to \(s\), then each gate \(g\) is evaluated to find the optimal solution for \(\alpha\). \textit{estimatedScore} stores a predicted value for \(\beta\) if the remaining gates selected from \(s\) down to the leaf nodes of \(S\) are gates selected in the solution with the lowest score. If \textit{estimatedScore} is less than the best score \(\alpha\), then \(g\) is evaluated in the cover. The solution for \(\beta\) is stored in \(\lambda\) so that each gate \(g\) assigned to \(s\) for a solution \(\beta\) is not overwritten when backtracking to evaluate for alternative solutions. After storing the solution for \(\beta\) in \(\lambda\), \(g\) is added to \(\lambda\) and the score of \(\lambda\) is incremented with the score of \(g\). If \(s\) is a root node of \(S\), then the output signal of \(g\) is assigned to \(s\) in \(\lambda\). This check is important when checking for crosstalk in order to ensure that all signals involved in connecting genetic gates to cover \(S\) are not ignored. Then, the end nodes where \(g\) ends on \(S\) are evaluated and stored in \textit{next}\(_s\). If the number of nodes stored in \textit{next}\(_s\) is a size of one, then this indicates that the gate assigned to \(s\) is a 1-input gate. Likewise, if the number of nodes stored in \textit{next}\(_s\) is a size of two, then this indicates that the gate assigned to \(s\) is a 2-input gate.

If the gate \(g\) assigned to \(s\) is a 1-input gate, then the input of \(g\) is checked to see if it matches the signal assigned to \textit{next}\(_s\) by calling \textbf{Algorithm 5.9}. \textbf{Algorithm 5.9} checks to see if there is a signal assigned to the node at \textit{next}\(_s\).\textit{first}. If there is no signal assigned to \textit{next}\(_s\).\textit{first}, then the input signal for \(g\) is assigned to \textit{next}\(_s\).\textit{first}. The algorithm continues to perform a complete cover for \(\lambda\) by recursively calling itself with \textit{next}\(_s\).\textit{first} as the next starting node evaluated. Otherwise, if the input signal of \(g\) does not match the signal assigned to \textit{next}\(_s\).\textit{first}, then the solution for \(\lambda\) is ignored by setting its score to \(\infty\). If \(g\) assigned to \(s\) is a 2-input gate, then the 2-input signals for \(g\) are checked to see if they match with the signals assigned to \textit{next}\(_s\) by calling \textbf{Algorithm 5.10}. If one of two nodes in \textit{next}\(_s\) are assigned with a signal, then the first two condition shown in \textbf{Algorithm 5.10}

\begin{algorithm}
\begin{algorithmic}[1]
\State \textbf{Inputs}: Map of node \(\alpha\), Map of Node \(\lambda\) Specification \(S\), Specification node \(s\), List of Specification node \textit{next}\(_s\), Genetic Gate \(g\), Map of node matches \(M\);
\If{\texttt{\neg isNodeMapped(\(\lambda\), \textit{next}\(_s\).\textit{first})}}
\State assignNode(\(\lambda\), \textit{next}\(_s\).\textit{first}, \(g\).\textit{input}1);
\State \(\alpha = \text{BranchBoundRecurse(}S, \textit{next}\(_s\).\textit{first}, \lambda, g, M\);\)
\Else
\If{\texttt{\neg isNodeCdMatch(\(\beta\), \textit{next}\(_s\).\textit{first}, \(g\).\textit{input}1)}}
\State setScore(\(\lambda\), \(\infty\));
\EndIf
\EndElse
\EndIf
\end{algorithmic}
\end{algorithm}
Algorithm 5.10: bbCover_2input

1 Inputs: Map of Node $\alpha$, Map of Node $\lambda$, Specification Node $s$, List of Specification
   Node next$_s$, Genetic Gate $g$, Map of Node matches $M$;
2 if $\neg$isNodeMapped($\lambda$, next$_s$.first) $\wedge$ isNodeMapped($\lambda$, next$_s$.second) then
3   if isNodeCdMatch(next$_s$.second, g.input1) then
4     assignNode($\lambda$, next$_s$.first, g.input2);
5     $\alpha$ = BranchBoundRecurse($S$, next$_s$.first, $\lambda$, g, $M$);
6   else if isNodeCdMatch(next$_s$.second, g.input2) then
7     assignNode($\lambda$, next$_s$.first, g.input1);
8     $\alpha$ = BranchBoundRecurse($S$, next$_s$.first, $\lambda$, g, $M$);
9   else
10      setScore($\lambda$, $\infty$);
11 else if isNodeMapped($\lambda$, next$_s$.first) $\wedge$ $\neg$isNodeMapped($\lambda$, next$_s$.second) then
12   if isNodeCdMatch(next$_s$.first, g.input1) then
13     assignNode($\beta$, next$_s$.second, g.input2);
14     $\alpha$ = BranchBoundRecurse($S$, next$_s$.second, $\lambda$, g, $M$);
15   else if isNodeCdMatch(next$_s$.first, g.input2) then
16     assignNode($\lambda$, next$_s$.second, g.input1);
17     $\alpha$ = BranchBoundRecurse($S$, next$_s$.second, $\lambda$, g, $M$);
18   else
19      setScore($\lambda$, $\infty$);
20 else if isNodeMapped($\lambda$, next$_s$.first) $\wedge$ isNodeMapped($\lambda$, next$_s$.second) then
21   if $\neg$isNodeCdMatch(next$_s$.first, g.input1) $\wedge$
22      $\neg$isNodeCdMatch(next$_s$.second, g.input2) then
23      setScore($\lambda$, $\infty$);
24 else if $\neg$isNodeCdMatch(next$_s$.first, g.input2) $\wedge$
25      $\neg$isNodeCdMatch(next$_s$.second, g.input1) then
26      setScore($\lambda$, $\infty$);
27 else
28   sol1 = $\lambda$;
29   assignNode(sol1, next$_s$.first, g.input1);
30   assignNode(sol1, next$_s$.second, g.input2);
31   $\alpha$ = BranchBoundRecurse($S$, next$_s$.first, sol1, g, $M$);
32   sol2 = $\lambda$;
33   assignNode(sol2, next$_s$.first, g.input2);
34   assignNode(sol2, next$_s$.second, g.input1);
35   $\alpha$ = BranchBoundRecurse($S$, next$_s$.second, sol2, g, $M$);
are executed to match one of 2-input signals of \( g \). If a matching signal has been found for an input signal of \( g \) paired to a node in \( \text{next}_s \), then the node in \( \text{next}_s \) for the solution \( \lambda \) is assigned with the matching input signal. Then, covering is performed on the other node in \( \text{next}_s \) if the node has not been covered yet. When both nodes in \( \text{next}_s \) are assigned with a signal, then a check is made to see if both input signals for \( g \) match the nodes for \( \text{next}_s \). The score of \( \lambda \) is set to \( \infty \) if all possible assignments that \( g \) can pair to \( \text{next}_s \) do not match. The last condition occurs when the nodes in \( \text{next}_s \) have not been assigned with a signal. In this scenario, \( \lambda \) is assigned to \( \text{sol}1 \) and \( \text{sol}2 \) to evaluate different possible solutions for which the input signals for \( g \) can pair to the nodes of \( \text{next}_s \). Each solution is evaluated by assigning the corresponding input signals \( g \) to the nodes in \( \text{next}_s \). Then, a recursive call is performed for both nodes in \( \text{next}_s \) to ensure that all nodes linked to the nodes in \( \text{next}_s \) are covered with genetic gates. The solutions returned from each recursive call are stored back onto \( \alpha \) to ensure that the best solution is always up to date with the best solution.

**Figure 5.8** shows two possible solutions generated after the covering step for the \( \text{AND} \) specification. If exhaustive was selected, then both solutions from this figure are returned from the technology mapping procedure. If greedy was selected, then the solution returned from this procedure varies based on the number of solutions provided as the input to this covering algorithm. If the number of solutions provided to the method is one, then the solution with a cost of 20 is returned. The solution with a cost of 20 is returned from this method because greedy is designed to select gates with the lowest score for covering a specification's \( \text{DecomposedGraphNode} \). In this particular example, there are three genetic gates that could map to the specification's root \( \text{DecomposedGraphNodes} \). Of the three possible genetic gates, \( \text{NOR}_2 \) with the cost of 9 was selected because it has the lowest cost. The remaining genetic gates needed for completing the specification are \( \text{NOT}_1 \) and \( \text{NOT}_2 \). As a result, the solution with a cost of 20 is returned. If branch and bound was selected, then the final solution returned from this method is the solution with a cost of 16. This solution was selected from branch and bound because out of both solutions that were found, this solution has the lowest score. **Figure 5.9** shows the technology mapping procedure applied to an example with a feedback loop. In this example, SR Latch is described as the specification and the four genetic gates represent the library. The result of the matching step has paired \( \text{NOT}_1 \) and \( \text{NOT}_2 \) to the \( \text{OUT} \) and \( \text{NOR}_1 \) and \( \text{NOR}_2 \) to \( Q \).
Figure 5.8: A figure showing the result of the technology mapping procedure after calling the covering step on the AND specification. Two solutions are derived in this figure after performing the covering step. Signal carrier mismatch and crosstalk are accounted for when generating these solutions. If exhaustive was selected for the running of the covering step, then both solutions from this figure are returned from the technology mapping procedure. If greedy was selected, then the solution returned from this procedure varies based on the number of solutions provided as the input to this covering algorithm. If the number of solutions provided to the method is one, then the solution with a cost of 20 is returned. Greedy selects this solution with a cost of 20 to return from its method because greedy is designed to select gates with the lowest score for covering a specification’s DecomposedGraphNode. If branch and bound was selected, then the final solution returned from this method is the solution with a cost of 16. This solution was selected from branch and bound because out of both solutions that were found, this solution has the lowest score.
Figure 5.9: An example of the technology mapping procedure performed on the SR Latch example. The four genetic gates provided as the library are generated from the CELLO SYNBioHUB collection. The matching step identified $NOT_1$ and $NOT_2$ mapped to $Out$ and $NOR_1$ and $NOR_2$ mapped to $\bar{Q}$ and $Q$. One solution is produced from the covering step because all three covering algorithms identified that $NOT_1$ results in signal carrier mismatch if it is added to the solution for technology mapping.
and $Q$. Each genetic gate selected in the covering method is guaranteed to connect when the input and output signals share the same signals with their connecting genetic gates. As a result, the covering step generated one solution because all three covering algorithms identified that $NOT_1$ results in signal carrier mismatch if it is added to the solution for technology mapping.

### 5.4 Generating a Netlist of Genetic Gates Encoded into SBOL

The technology mapping procedure presented in this chapter is incorporated in this workflow for designing asynchronous genetic circuits by converting the netlist from technology mapping into SBOL. Algorithm 5.11 shows the implementation to generate SBOL from a given covering solution along with the specification $S$ that the solution was derived from. The final SBOL format returned from this algorithm is an $SBOLDocument$ represented as $\delta$. This algorithm begins by initializing $\delta$ to an empty document. A map of connections to molecules, $moleculeConnections$, is created to keep track of the molecules connected from a genetic gate to its neighboring gate. Then a $ModuleDefinition$, $circuit$, is created to connect gates assigned to nodes $s$ in $\delta$. Algorithm 5.12 collects input and output signals and their connection to other gates in $\alpha$. Algorithm 5.12 takes the specification, $S$, and the covering solution, $\alpha$, to produce $\varphi$ as a map of genetic gates assigned to a $FunctionalComponent$ for linking genetic gate input and output signals. $\sigma$ is a

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm 5.11: generateSbolNetlist</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Inputs:</strong> Specification $S$, Cover Solution $\alpha$;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Output:</strong> SBOLDocument $\delta$;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\delta = \emptyset$;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>moleculeConnection = $\langle \rangle$;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>circuit = createMd($\delta$, $S$);</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\varphi$ = getTopLevelConnections($S$, $\alpha$);</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>foreach gc in $\varphi$ do</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g_instance = addGate(circuit, gc.gate);</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>foreach c in gc.connections do</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>if $\neg$contains(moleculeConnection, c) then</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>molecule = createFc(circuit, c.cd);</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>insert(moleculeConnection, c, molecule);</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>circuit_molecule = getMolecule(moleculeConnection, c.cd);</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>createConnection(g_instance, circuit_molecule, c.cd);</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>return $\delta$;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Algorithm 5.12: getTopLevelConnections

1. **Inputs:** Specification $S$, Cover Solution $α$;
2. **Output:** Gate Connections $ϱ$;
3. $ϱ = \langle \rangle$;
4. $σ = \langle \rangle$;
5. $\text{visited} = \{\}$;
6. $\text{queue} = \langle \rangle$;
7. $s = S.\text{root}$;
8. add(queue, s);
9. while $\neg\text{queue}.\text{empty}$ do
10. $s = \text{queue}.\text{pop}$;
11. $g = \text{getGate}(α, s)$;
12. if $g \neq \emptyset$ then
13. $\text{gate}_c = \text{createGateConnection}(g)$;
14. foreach $i$ in $g.\text{inputs}$ do
15. if $\text{contains}(σ, i)$ then
16. $c = \text{getMoleculeConnection}(σ, i)$;
17. if isDirectionOut(c) then
18. $\quad \text{setDirection}(c, \text{DirectionType.INOUT})$;
19. $\quad \text{addGateConnection}(\text{gate}_c, c)$;
20. $\quad \text{addConnection}(c, g, i)$;
21. else
22. $c = \text{createMoleculeConnection}(i)$;
23. $\quad \text{setDirection}(c, \text{DirectionType.IN})$;
24. $\quad \text{addGateConnection}(c, g, i)$;
25. endforeach
26. foreach $o$ in $g.\text{outputs}$ do
27. if $\text{contains}(σ, o)$ then
28. $c = \text{getMoleculeConnection}(σ, o)$;
29. if isDirectionIn(c) then
30. $\quad \text{setDirection}(c, \text{DirectionType.INOUT})$;
31. $\quad \text{addGateConnection}(\text{gate}_c, c)$;
32. $\quad \text{addConnection}(c, g, o)$;
33. else
34. $c = \text{createMoleculeConnection}(o)$;
35. $\quad \text{setDirection}(c, \text{DirectionType.OUT})$;
36. $\quad \text{addConnection}(c, g, o)$;
37. end
38. next_s = getMatchingEndNodes(s, g.root);
39. endforeach
40. return $ϱ$;
list of connections that molecule signals are involved in. \textit{visited} is a list created to prevent an infinite loop from occurring when traversing nodes in S. \textit{queue} is also a list that stores the order in which nodes in S are evaluated. \(\varrho, \sigma,\) and \textit{visited} are initially empty while the root node of S is added to \textit{queue} as the starting point to record molecules and their related connections.

Each node in \textit{queue} is evaluated and stored in \textit{s}. The variable \(g\) represents the gate assigned to \(s\) from the solution \(\alpha\). A genetic gate \(g\) is empty when there is no gate assigned to \(s\). If a genetic gate \(g\) exists for \(s\), then the input and output signals of \(g\) are retrieved to store the signals and their connection to their corresponding gate to \textit{gate}_c. A connection, \(c\), stores information about a signal and the gate that contains that signal. A connection \(c\) is created for each input and output signal of \(g\). The variable \(\varrho\) checks if a connection \(c\) has been created for each input signal \(i\) and for each output signal \(o\). If \(\varrho\) contains the given signal, then the connection for the given signal is retrieved and stored in \(c\). If this signal is an input and it was marked as a primary output or an output marked as a primary input in a previous connection, then genetic gates sharing this signal are set to an \textit{INOUT} signal to indicate that this signal is not a primary input or primary output signal of \textit{circuit}. The gate \(g\) and the signal are added onto the new connection \(c\). \(c\) is then added into \textit{gate}_c to record the signal connections that exist for each \(g\). If a signal does not exist in \(\varrho\), then a new connection \(c\) is created. Then, the signal and the gate is added to \(c\). Once connections are recorded for all input and output signals of a gate \(g\), then the next nodes, \textit{next}_s, where \(g\) ends on \(S\) are evaluated by adding the nodes onto \textit{queue}. \textit{gate}_c adds to \(\sigma\) to store gates that were evaluated for signal connections. This procedure continues until all nodes in \(s\) are traversed.

\textbf{Algorithm 5.11} takes the connections generated from \textbf{Algorithm 5.12} and stores them into \(\varrho\). Each genetic gate included in the solution \(\alpha\) is added to \textit{circuit} by going over each connection, \(gc\), from \(\varrho\). The signal, \(c.cd\), assigned to a connection \(c\) from \(gc\) is created as a \textit{FunctionalComponent} in \textit{circuit} as \textit{molecule}, if the signal does not exist within \textit{moleculeConnection}. If the signal, \(c.cd\), already exists in \textit{circuit} as a \textit{FunctionalComponent}, then it is retrieved from \textit{circuit} and stored to \textit{circuit}_molecule. Then, a \textit{MapsTo} object is created to connect \textit{circuit}_molecule to the signal connection \(c.cd\). This process continues until all connections are explored for every gate assigned to \(S\).
Figure 5.10 shows an SR Latch example converted into SBOL from a netlist of genetic gates that were generated from Figure 5.9. The topLevelCircuit is the SR Latch. The genetic gates that were selected in the covering solution are instantiated in the SR Latch as Modules. These Modules are shown in the figure as NOT1, NOR1, and NOR2. IPTG, aTc, TetR_protein, LacI_protein, and YFP_protein are FunctionalComponents that are instantiated on the topLevelCircuit as the input and output signals of the genetic gates. The connections that are formed from a gate’s input and output signals to the instantiated signals on the SR Latch are done so through MapsTo objects.

5.5 Summary

Technology mapping is a procedure that takes in a specification and a library of genetic gates to realize a circuit. This procedure converts a structural design into a netlist of genetic gates described in the form of SBOL. The technology mapping discussed in this chapter is performed in two stages: matching and covering. This chapter describes these two steps and discusses three algorithms for covering, including exhaustive, greedy, and branch and bound. There are many ways to perform covering, especially when accounting for different...
genetic constraints. Many tools have been developed for technology mapping purposes, as shown in Table 5.1. This table summarizes technology mapping features and compares different qualities of each tool, specifically, what form the specification is in, the type of library parts or gates that the tools provide, and if any data standards are supported to test the solutions produced from these tools.

This technology mapping procedure was initially adapted from Roehner et al. [103] to extend iBioSim2 to iBioSim3 to support the design of sequential genetic circuits. However, there were several changes that were made from Roehner et al. work that altered the work that was presented from Roehner et al. Specifically, this workflow supports Verilog to design a genetic circuit, whereas Roehner et al. uses GRN as the specification language. Roehner et al. supports crosstalk, whereas this workflow extends the support of genetic constraints by addressing roadblock when assembling transcriptional units to build genetic gates. Roehner et al. used a PoP-style method to form and connect genetic gates, whereas this workflow uses protein to protein interactions. The support of protein to protein interaction involves building genetic gates to use transcriptional units. Then, an enrichment procedure was used to retrieved molecules and their interactions from the SBH online repository to form the input and output signals of a gate. Gates identified in this gate generation process are supported to identify different structures that a genetic gate can take on to classify its logic behavior. Because protein to protein interaction are used in this workflow to connect signals between genetic gates, this style of connecting gates during the technology mapping procedure introduced signal carrier mismatch that must be addressed when connecting gates to form a netlist for the desired specification.

Table 5.1: This table summarizes the different existing technology mapping tools. It shows the tool’s input specification language, standards supported, the types of library parts used, and the genetic constraints addressed.
CHAPTER 6

VERIFICATION

The workflow described in this dissertation progresses through several procedures to translate a high-level description to a physical design composed of biological parts. The description of the design uses different formats to perform each task. Verification must be performed at each stage of the workflow to ensure that the behavior initially described in the design specification stays the same throughout the data format conversions.

Figure 6.1a and Figure 6.1b show the verification stages that are performed for this workflow. The outcome of this verification process is to ensure that the behavior that is observed in the simulation is the same in each step of the workflow. If the behavior observed in the simulation changes in one of these verification steps, then this is a clear indication that the intended behavior of the user’s design has changed during the workflow. At this point, the Verilog compiler and/or converters must be fixed to ensure that information stays consistent and the data are producing valid results.

Simulation can perform when there is a modeling language used to describe a specification and its testbench. Verilog and SBML are the two modeling languages used in this workflow. Verilog simulations can be done by using any available Verilog simulation tool. For this workflow, ModelSim is selected to observe the behavioral and structural Verilog designs, whereas for genetic circuits, there are a variety of formal methods and computational tools for their analysis [150, 151]. iBioSim is selected as the simulation tool to model and simulate genetic circuits, since the tool is incorporated in this workflow and it supports data conversions to the SBML data format. From the array of simulation methods supported in iBioSim, stochastic simulation is chosen for analyzing the circuit’s behavior. Stochastic simulation was chosen because the molecule counts in these circuits are low and the behavior of these genetic asynchronous circuits must be analyzed in the presence of noise and hazards.
Figure 6.1: Figure 6.1a and Figure 6.1b are the two areas in the workflow where verifications are performed. Synthesis verification takes the behavioral Verilog and the structural Verilog produced from synthesis to perform simulation. The simulation results are verified to check if they are equivalent in simulation behavior. Genetic circuit verification is performed on the technology mapping procedure. This verification workflow takes the SBOL converted from the structural Verilog and the SBOL netlist produced from technology mapping. Both SBOL representations are compared and simulated within iBioSim by converting SBOL to SBML. The simulation results are compared and checked if they are equivalent in simulation behavior.

Work presented in Chapter 3 and Chapter 5 are the two areas in this workflow where verification is performed. The two sections in this chapter go into detail on the verification procedure for these two areas in the workflow. Section 6.1 describes the verification procedure performed when going from behavioral Verilog to structural Verilog. Section 6.2 describes verification performed on the genetic circuit generated from technology mapping.

6.1 Synthesis Verification

Chapter 3 demonstrated the process for translating a behavioral Verilog to a structural Verilog. Figure 6.2 shows MODELISIM simulation results that are generated in this process. Figure 6.2a is a simulation generated using the specification in Figure 3.2 and the testbench in Figure 3.3 for testing the behavioral Verilog of an SR latch. Figure 6.2b shows a structural
Figure 6.2: Simulation results for synthesis verification. Figure 6.2a shows a behavioral Verilog simulation of an SR latch executed in ModelSim. Figure 6.2b shows a structural Verilog simulation of an SR latch executed in ModelSim.

Verilog simulation of an SR latch. Note that the simulation results are not identical but they are equivalent. More specifically, $q$ goes HIGH when $s$ goes HIGH and $q$ goes LOW when $r$ goes HIGH.

Figure 6.3 contains simulation results generated from iBioSim using stochastic simulation for testing the event-based SBML model and the LPN model presented in Section 3.2.1 and Section 3.2.2. Simulation on the event-based SBML model and the LPN model ensures that the behavior of the translated design is still behaving as expected before ATACS performs synthesis on the design. iBioSim supports LPN to SBML data conversion and thus
makes it possible to perform simulation if an LPN data model is provided to iBioSim. As shown in these simulations, the event-based SBML model and LPN model are simulating logic signals ranging from 0 and 1 as described. These signal values reflect the initial design specification where 0 bit and 1 bit data are randomly generated in the testbench.

### 6.2 Genetic Circuit Verification

Chapter 5 is the last area where verification is performed. Simulations are generated within iBioSim by converting the SBOL files containing the structural design of the specification to SBML and the SBOL netlist converted into SBML after calling technology mapping.

As shown in Figure 6.4, the general idea of these two simulations is to ensure that the waveforms are all exhibiting the same behavior that is specified for the SR latch. Specifically, when $r$ is LOW and $s$ is HIGH, $Q$ outputs a HIGH signal. Likewise, when $r$ is HIGH and $s$ is LOW, $Q$ outputs a LOW signal. When $r$ and $s$ are LOW, then the previous output signal for $Q$ is maintained. If the simulation shows a behavior that does not match the designed circuit, then this indicates the specific stage in the workflow that produces unexpected results. Then, this specific stage in the workflow is examined to resolve the issue. This issue could result from a corner case that was overlooked when designing the specification or a bug in the program. In either case, the simulation is used to track where this unexpected error occurs so that it can be resolved. Once the error is resolved, the next stage in the workflow is verified using the same simulation process until verification has

![Synthesized Specification Simulation](image1)

![Genetic Circuit Simulation](image2)

**Figure 6.4:** Simulation results for synthesis verification. **Figure 6.4a** shows a structural Verilog to SBOL simulation of an SR latch. **Figure 6.4b** shows a simulation of an SR latch after running technology mapping.
reached the end of the workflow.

Simulation is performed in iBioSim using stochastic simulation that indicates molecule amount dynamics rather than logic-based analysis since it better reflects the behavior of biological designs. Nonetheless, it is possible to see that the behavior is qualitatively equivalent to the logical design. One limitation when verifying the behavior of the produced model of biological designs from the SBOL to SBML conversion in iBioSim is that all parts use default kinetic parameter values. Because of these default values, the simulation result will also produce the same result. A future work in this area is to add a layer of characterization data on the SBOL designs produced from the technology mapping tool. These characterization data will be accessed by the VPR model generation procedure described by Misirili et al. [149]. This will, ideally, provide a more accurate depiction of the biological parts that were selected for the technology mapping procedure and how well it behaves in the circuit.

6.3 Summary

This chapter presents a verification procedure applied to stages of the workflow that involves going in and out of different data formats. Verification in this case refers to simulating Verilog and SBML for modeling and testing a given specification and its testbench. ModelSim and iBioSim are used as the two simulation tools. The goal of this verification process is to analyze the behavior of the simulations to see if the intended behavior of the designed circuit is the same across all simulations. Verification is complete at the end of the workflow when all simulations exhibit similar behaviors that are intended of the designed circuit.
CHAPTER 7

CASE STUDY: GENETIC LOW-PASS FILTER

This chapter presents a case study demonstrating this workflow on a genetic sensor that uses filtering and communication to make a more reliable detection decision. The library gates built for this example are presented in Section 7.1. Section 7.2 provides details on how the filter was created using the workflow presented in this dissertation. Section 7.3 goes over the results of our technology mapping procedure. Section 7.4 concludes with the advantages and limitations on the case study.

7.1 Cello Library Gates

A gate library is generated from the Cello E. Coli [15] collection from the SYNBioHub data repository. This collection was selected because it has information, such as DNA parts, molecules, and interactions that connect to these parts, that can be used to generate 1-input and 2-inputs gates. The Cello dataset was built from the MIT/BU Cello project to construct Boolean logic gates to perform technology mapping of combinational designs. The Cello dataset has information about the different components to build Boolean logic gates and interactions on how the components relate to each other. Currently, Cello has 72 DNA parts, 7 proteins, and 14 interactions stored on SYNBioHub. Although small, the Cello dataset is valuable due to detailed information about its library of gates. Cello’s library of parts has a UCF file that specifies valid biological parts that can be constructed into NOT and NOR gates. This UCF file also has information on how genetic constraints are addressed when parts are selected to build the genetic combinational gates. Since the UCF file has been encoded into SBOL, Cello’s library of parts and the genetic constraint information are found on the SYNBioHub repository. Any genetic constraint that is specified to each biological part to assist during gate construction is attached to the components as annotations.

Two types of templates are created to generate transcriptional units. The first template
has tandem promoters followed by an engineered region. The second template is a single promoter followed by an engineered region. The engineered region used in these two templates represents a cassette composed of DNA parts involved in the production of a targeted protein. These DNA parts include ribozymes, RBS, CDS, and terminator.

Figure 7.1 shows mapping of Cello DNA parts used for generating transcriptional units. In order to avoid roadblock, specific promoters are selected for the downstream promoters. The left table in the figure shows the different combinations that are used for a transcription unit with two promoters. The rows indicate promoters on position 1 and columns indicate promoters on position 2. Green indicates that the pairing is valid and red indicates the pairing is invalid. The right table in the figure shows the list of cassettes. After running VPR, there are 4,560 genetic gates that were generated from the CELLO collection. These gates were then identified and 2,696 are 2-input genetic NAND gates, 40 are 2-input genetic AND gates, 274 are 1-input genetic NOT gates, 13 are 2-input genetic wired OR gates, and 1,537 are NOTSUPPORTED gates.

7.2 Genetic Low-Pass Filter

This section presents a case study demonstrating our workflow on a genetic sensor that uses filtering and communication to make a more reliable detection decision. In particular,
the sensor is constructed from three sensors as described in the Verilog specification and its testbench shown in Figure 7.2 and Figure 7.3, respectively. These sensors are connected such that the Actuator of the first sensor is connected to the Start signal of the second sensor, and the Actuator of the second is connected to the Start signal of the third sensor. All three sensors share the same Sensor input. This genetic sensor circuit could be used, for example, to release pharmaceuticals in specific tissues, after sensing a cancer-related signal for a prolonged period of time [32, 152]. Examples of tissue-specific molecules, or the enzymes that produce them, are curated by the Human Protein Atlas and include surfactant protein A1 in the lungs, thyroglobulin in the thyroid, and uromodulin in the kidney [153–155]. There are many examples of possible cancer markers, though often elevation of a marker above normal is also used, examples include: HURP in prostate cancer cells [156], Carcinoembryonic antigen (CEA) in colorectal cancer [157], and CA 19-9 in pancreatic cancer [158]. The initial Start signal would be a tissue-specific chemical signature and the sensing input would be a cancer-related chemical. The output Actuator for the third sensor would be a chemotherapeutic agent. The bacteria would only produce the payload if they are in the correct tissue, and if they consistently sense the cancer-related input, thus filtering and decreasing the chance of false positives. Additionally, this pre-

module sensor_imp (Start, Sensor, Actuator);

    input wire Start, Sensor;
    output reg Actuator;

    initial begin
        Actuator = 1'b0;
    end

    always begin
        wait (Start == 1'b0 && Sensor == 1'b0);
        #5 Actuator = 1'b1;
        wait (Sensor == 1'b1);
        #5 Actuator = 1'b0;
    end

endmodule

Figure 7.2: Behavioral Verilog of a generalized C-element.
module sensor_testbench ();

wire Actuator;
reg Start, Sensor;

initial begin
Start = 1'b0;
Sensor = 1'b0;
end

designer sensor_instance(
.Start(Start),
.Sensor(Sensor),
.Actuator(Actuator)
);

always begin
#5 Sensor = 1'b0;
#5 Start = 1'b0;
wait (Actuator == 1'b1);
#5 Sensor = 1'b1;
wait (Actuator == 1'b0);
#5 Sensor = 1'b0;
wait (Actuator == 1'b1);
#5 Start = 1'b1;
#5 Sensor = 1'b1;
wait (Actuator == 1'b0);
end

dendmodule

figure 7.3: The testbench of a generalized C-element.

vents the release of the chemotherapeutic agent in cancer-free tissues, reducing unwanted side effects.

To exemplify this work, a case study circuit is designed that uses IPTG as the Sensor input, aTc as the Start input, and yellow fluorescent protein (YFP) as the output. Each sensor is going to be transformed into a different cell type to reduce crosstalk concerns, allowing for gate reuse. Essentially, our circuit is composed of a population of three types of cells (note that the host cells may be identical but they each include a different circuit). The cells communicate using quorum sensing molecules LasI and RhlI, which are molecules that
can diffuse between the cells.

The result of asynchronous logic synthesis is shown in Figure 7.4. This circuit is composed of three generalized Muller C-elements (gC), each of which is implemented as an independent circuit in a different cell. This gC behaves as follows: its output goes high when both inputs are high, and its output goes low only after the input not marked with a “+” goes low. In other words, if the input marked with a “+” goes low first, it remains high. The complete circuit behaves as follows. If the first circuit receives the Start signal (aTc) and the Sensor input (IPTG), it will produce a quorum sensing signal (LasI). If the Sensor input (IPTG) is still present, the second circuit would receive the first quorum sensing signal and the Sensor input, thus producing a second quorum sensing molecule (RhlII). The third circuit, if it receives this second quorum sensing signal and the Sensor input (IPTG) is still present, can produce the Actuator output (YFP). The purpose of this circuit is to work as a low-pass filter, as the Sensor input has to be present during the whole process in order to produce the Actuator. Otherwise, if the Sensor input disappears before the Actuator is produced, all the gC gates reset to low and LasI, RhlII, and YFP are no longer produced and are degraded away. This means that the circuit does not produce an Actuator output if the Sensor input is present only briefly, “filtering out” noise on the Sensor input.

Figure 7.4: A genetic sensor that uses filtering and communication to improve its reliability. The logic diagram produced by logic synthesis. It is composed of three gC gates that go high when both inputs are high and go low when the input not marked with a “+” goes low. The output of the second and third gate are connected to the “+” input of the next gate. The detection begins when both IPTG and aTc go high, activating Cell 1. This creates the quorum signal LasI to diffuse to Cell 2, which then activates Cell 2 to produce the quorum signal RhlII. The RhlII signal diffuses to Cell 3 to activate YFP production. However, if IPTG goes low at any point during this chain reaction, the whole circuit resets.
7.3 Results of Our Technology Mapping Procedure

Before performing the technology mapping procedure, the sensor circuit in Figure 7.2 and Figure 7.3 are synthesized to a structural design shown in Figure 7.5. Then, this structural design is decomposed into NAND logic shown in Figure 7.6. Figure 7.5 represents the designed circuit after running ATACS. Figure 7.6 is a decomposed representation of the circuit using NOT and NAND logic after running YOSYS. The decomposed structural design is described using NAND logic because the CELLO library gates were generated in NAND and NOT gates. Then, technology mapping is performed on the decomposed gC to generate three different netlist solutions that can be used to assemble into a complete low-pass filter. Preselection is enabled when running technology mapping to ensure that the input signals going into the a gC circuit include small molecule signals. Specifically, the Sensor input signal is assigned to CELLO’s LacI protein, Start is assigned to CELLO’s TetR protein, and Actuator is assigned to CELLO’s YFP protein. Then, the branch and bound algorithm is selected to perform technology mapping on the gC circuit. The result of technology mapping using IBioSim is shown in Figure 7.7 for Cell 1. Sensors that are needed for initializing the input signals TetR and LacI proteins are manually added to the circuit for Cell 1. The technology mapping actually produces distinct genetic circuit sequences. Each sequence can be used to construct a plasmid that can be transformed into a separate culture of cells. As shown in Figure 7.8, the result would be three different cell types, which when mixed together form a population of cells that would implement the entire composite circuit. A filter model was then created in IBioSim’s project workspace to connect three instances of the gC netlists in series. Quorum sensing molecules (LasI and RhlI) were manually added into the filter model for connecting the three gC circuits from

```verilog
module Start_Sensor_Actuator_net(Start, Sensor, Actuator);
    input Start;
    input Sensor;
    output Actuator;

    assign Actuator = (Start & Sensor) | (Sensor & Actuator);
endmodule
```

Figure 7.5: Structural Verilog of a generalized C-element after running ATACS.
Figure 7.6: A decomposed gC described using NOT and NAND gates after running YOSYS. Figure 7.6a represents the decomposed circuit using logic gates. Figure 7.6b represents the decomposed circuit using DecomposedGraph.
Figure 7.7: Result of circuit after running technology mapping. Figure 7.7a represents a netlist of the genetic circuit. Figure 7.7b is a flattened representation of the netlist designed on a plasmid.

Figure 7.8: The genetic design produced by iBioSIM, which is composed of three genetic sequences that can be put onto separate plasmids and transformed into cells to create three cell types.
Cell 1, Cell 2, to Cell 3 because these molecules do not exist in the CELLO library. This completes the full design of a low-pass filter.

The complete circuit behaves as follows. If the first circuit receives the Start signal (aTc) and the Sensor input (IPTG), it will produce a quorum sensing signal (LasI). If the Sensor input (IPTG) is still present, the second circuit would receive the first quorum sensing signal and the Sensor input, thus producing a second quorum sensing molecule (RhlI). The third circuit, if it receives this second quorum sensing signal and the Sensor input (IPTG) is still present, can produce the Actuator output (YFP). The purpose of this circuit is to work as a low-pass filter, as the Sensor input has to be present during the whole process in order to produce the Actuator. Otherwise, if the Sensor input disappears before the Actuator is produced, all the gC gates reset to low and LasI, RhlI, and YFP are no longer produced and are degraded away. This means that the circuit does not produce an Actuator output if the Sensor input is present only briefly “filtering out” noise on the Sensor input.

A testbench for the filter was created to generate a simulation to verify the behavior of the low-pass filter. Using iBioSim, ODE simulation of the circuit was performed, indicating the filtering behavior of the circuit shown in Figure 7.9. In each case, the circuit was exposed to varying amounts of times in which the signal IPTG is high, which produces different responses of the system as a whole (see Figure 7.9b, Figure 7.9c, and Figure 7.9d). In those cases where the exposure time to IPTG is not sufficient, the system acts as a filter and does not produce the YFP reporter protein (see Figure 7.9a). The YFP reporter protein is only produced when the system has been exposed to IPTG for sufficient time so that each subsystem (cell) produces its corresponding output before the signal IPTG is removed (see Figure 7.9d).

### 7.4 Discussion

Separating the circuits into separate cells has multiple advantages. First, it reduces crosstalk problems and allows the same gates to be reused. Second, it increases the delay of the circuit to improve the filtering performance. Third, it enables further robustness as errors caused by hazards or other noise sources in a small number of cells can be tolerated, since the overall behavior is determined by the population dynamics. The decision to split the circuit across three cells is to create a delay to filter out momentary pulses of IPTG. In
Figure 7.9: iBioSim ODE Runge-Kutta simulations (measured in number of molecules) of the genetic sensor demonstrating the filtering behavior. For the circuit outputs to turn on (LasI, RhlI, and YFP for the three cells, respectively), both aTc and IPTG inputs need to be present; however, if the IPTG signal is only briefly present, then the circuit filters this and does not show the YFP output. This behavior can be seen in the four different panels where the IPTG is present for differing amounts of time. Figure 7.9a IPTG is present for 10 time units and almost no LasI is produced. Figure 7.9b IPTG is present for 100 time units and LasI is produced by the first cell but only a little RhlI is produced by the second cell. Figure 7.9c IPTG is present for 300 time units seconds and both LasI and RhlI are produced with a clear delay between the two peaks. Figure 7.9d IPTG is present for 750 time units, providing sufficient time for the final circuit output (YFP) to be produced.
order to create a realistic design, however, we were limited to no more than three cells, since
the number of known orthogonal quorum sensing molecules is limited (namely, LasI and
RhlI). Even limiting to three cell types, there are additional challenges in engineering mi-
crobial consortia. Some of these challenges are shared with engineering of homogeneous
cell populations. Others, such as maintaining stable cell proportions, avoiding horizontal
gene-transfer [159], or engineering stable cell-cell communications [160], are specific for
multicellular engineering and require special attention [161].
CHAPTER 8

CONCLUSION

Ground breaking applications have been developed in the past couple of years due to the rate at which the synthetic biology field is growing. Promising efforts have been aided by adapting engineering principles that are used for designing, building, and testing genetic circuits. Such efforts have resulted in the development of many applications built from genetic circuits composed of combinational logic gates and memory gates. While there are many GDA tools that exist for assembling combinational logic gates, there are few GDA tools that have been designed for sequential circuits.

This dissertation demonstrates a workflow to construct asynchronous genetic circuits by leveraging asynchronous logic design methods. Asynchronous design is selected for designing genetic circuits in this workflow because it best reflects how cellular biology behaves on a molecular scale rather than that of a synchronous design style. Biological data standards, such as SBOL and SBML, play an important role for GDA tools and workflows. Data standards are essential to ensure that information remains consistent when it is used for different purposes and used across different tools. Data standards also ensure that the contents recorded in these data formats are reproducible for sharing and publishing. This chapter highlights the main contributions of this dissertation, summarized in Section 8.1, and discusses future directions of this research in Section 8.2.

8.1 Summary

A key design strategy for electronic circuits is to use abstraction to separate the behavioral description from the physical design for a targeted circuit. A behavioral design is translated into physical components through several steps and verification procedures are used to ensure correctness at each step. Doing so allows circuits to be designed at a larger scale and develop more complex functionalities.

This dissertation presents an asynchronous circuit design workflow for genetic circuits.
The proposed workflow follows many electronic circuit design methodologies, such as the use of HDLs to describe behavioral designs. More specifically, Verilog is used in this workflow for designing genetic circuits. A Verilog compiler was created for this workflow to translate behavioral Verilog to structural Verilog. A subset of the Verilog language is supported in this Verilog compiler for designing genetic circuits in an asynchronous style. Using the created Verilog compiler, the workflow starts with a behavioral Verilog design to describe the design specification and a testbench to verify the specification’s behavior. The behavioral Verilog design is then compiled into an LPN that is fed into ATACS to perform hazard-free asynchronous logic synthesis. ATACS synthesizes the LPN design into a structural logic design in Verilog. The resulting structural Verilog design can then be imported into iBioSim for technology mapping to produce a physical design. A library of genetic gates must be provided to the technology mapping procedure in order to generate a netlist of genetic gates that fits the structural Verilog description. An automated procedure to construct genetic gates from a list of transcriptional units was created for this workflow to construct a large library of genetic gates. A gate identification method is also supported to categorize genetic gates into its corresponding logic. Genetic gates exhibiting the same logic behavior but that are structurally different can be identified in this process. Gates that are not identified can be included in the library of genetic gates by providing a Verilog file describing the gate’s behavior. Technology mapping can proceed once a library of genetic gates and a design specification are provided. The technology mapping procedure discussed in this dissertation leverages the same existing technology mapping functionality supported in iBioSim. A key difference is that the proposed technology mapping procedure can handle feedback loops that are found in sequential circuits. The output of this technology mapping procedure produces a netlist of genetic gates described in the SBOL format. Verification is performed to validate that the behavior of the physical design is consistent with the original Verilog design. Case studies are discussed in this dissertation and demonstrate how the proposed workflow can be applied to design complex genetic circuits programatically.
8.2 Future Work

While the proposed workflow is promising, there is room for improvements. This section goes over areas in the proposed workflow that could be expanded.

8.2.1 ATACS Search Space

ATACS, currently, does not ensure that all search spaces are explored for the input files that are provided. Take the testbench for an SR latch as an example. ATACS exploration depends on the contents of the testbench. If the provided testbench does not cover all the corner cases that might be important for testing the designed circuit, ATACS might not produce any valid solution. If ATACS cannot generate a solution, then errors are reported back after running the tool that can be difficult to comprehend for those without domain expertise. A future work needed in this area is to add more support to ATACS to have a better mechanism to evaluate coverage to ensure that a complete search space has been performed based on the input files that are provided.

8.2.2 Replicating ATACS for Genetic Circuits

ATACS was originally built for synthesizing asynchronous electronic circuit design. As a result, this synthesizing tool accounts for hazards that could occur in asynchronous electronic circuit design that does not apply to asynchronous genetic circuit design. An area where this research can expand on is to replicate this tool and modify the requirements so that the constraints considered when performing synthesis are better suited for genetic circuit design.

8.2.3 Curate Part Library into SBOL

In order to create larger gate libraries, more parts need to be collected. There are several databases that contain useful information for building multiple libraries of genetic gates and they include information for bacteria, plants, and fungi, among others, that could be used to build genetic circuits. However, curating these databases into SBOL takes effort for a couple of reasons. First, not all databases have all core information that is needed for building genetic gates. For example, iGEM has a public database with a large collection of parts that can be used for building gates but information about interactions is not provided. If information about interactions is missing, then VPR will not be able to mine information
that can be used for building gates. The type of information that can be built in this case is limited to transcriptional units. Second, databases are stored in varying data formats. Converting information from different databases into SBOL requires knowledge about the different data representations.

### 8.2.4 Evaluate Promoter Location to Assemble Transcriptional Units

It is known that the position of the promoters on a transcriptional unit affects the transcription of DNA. Promoters that are selected in this workflow does not account for its relative position to where the transcriptional start site occurs. This area can be expanded to provide a better insight when selecting DNA parts to build transcriptional units. The SBOL data format has this information already supported and available to access using the `SequenceAnnotation` data object. In addition, the Cello dataset has this location property provided for all promoter parts that are used within this workflow when assembling transcriptional units. Similar to how roadblock is addressed when building transcriptional units, selecting promoters can be considered as an extra constraint when assembling transcriptional units.

### 8.2.5 Support Additional Genetic Gate Types

Based on literature, there are more types of logic families that can be supported during the gate identification procedure presented in Section 4.3. Some of these gate types include XOR, XNOR, BUFFER, and C-element gates. However, the construction of these gates must be perused from literature in order to understand how to represent these gates. While these gates such as XOR and XNOR can be composed from gates that are already supported in this workflow, the structure of these gates can take on different forms.

Currently, NOTSUPPORTED gates can be used to define gates that are not recognized in the gate identification step. Recall from Section 4.3 that using NOTSUPPORTED gates in technology mapping is done by supplying a Verilog file that defines the behavior of the gate. However, using NOTSUPPORTED gate is not a sufficient approach if a genetic gate can be defined within the gate identification process. For example, if VPR generates C-element gates that are not identified, then these gates will need to be manually identified from the list of NOTSUPPORTED gates. Providing the technology mapping procedure one C-element in the library of genetic gate is not tedious because only one Verilog file is
needed to describing this gate’s behavior. However, having more variants of the C-element gate can be a problem because a Verilog file would need to be provided for each variant, which can be a tedious task.

Lastly, another possible way to support additional gate types is to consider gate families other than transcriptional regulation gates, such as recombinase, CRISPR/CAS9, etc.

### 8.2.6 Expand Signal Mismatch

The only SYNBioHUB collection that has information about response functions to address signal mismatch is the CELLO E. Coli dataset. Response functions are used on genetic gates that are built on a PoP-style method. Genetic gates, using the PoP-style method, are defined as the effect of the rate of transcripts of an upstream CDS on the rate of transcripts produced by a downstream promoter that it regulates. This workflow interprets input and output signal for a genetic gate based on signal molecule counts. The technology mapping procedure will need to be modified in order to use the response function provided in the CELLO dataset.

### 8.2.7 Evaluating Threshold of Genetic Gates Before Cell Death

Cells cannot be overloaded with genetic gates. If there are too many genetic parts within the cell, this can cause the cell to potentially die. This area of work could be better understood by characterizing the burden used on a cell for a genetic circuit. For example, the CELLO data used in this research have toxicity data for the parts used to assemble the genetic gates. This toxicity data could be used to replace the cost of sequence length when selecting gates in the technology mapping procedure. The circuit can then use these toxicity data to model the threshold where cell death occurs.

### 8.2.8 Increase Technology Mapping Performance

The runtime when calling the technology mapping procedure is slow for a large library and on a big specification. There is a need to explore a faster way to perform the technology mapping procedure. Lehman et al. [162] have proposed a solution that decreases the runtime down to a logarithmic complexity that is proportional to the size of the specification’s graph.
8.2.9 **Reduce Structural Bias in Technology Mapping**

The genetic gates supported in this workflow are 1-input gates and 2-input gates. When these gates are decomposed, the structures are symmetrical. However, if the gates included in the library go beyond 2-input gates, then the decomposed structure for these gates will affect how they are paired to the specification. Another area of work that this research can expand on is to support multiple decomposition structure for large input gates in order to prevent biasing of structure when pairing genetic gates to the specification.

8.2.10 **Enriched Parts to Improve Genetic Circuit Models**

Default parameter values are currently used when modeling genetic circuits from the technology mapping procedure. These default parameter, when used for simulating an SBML model of a genetic circuit, produces a generic simulation result. The output values and the prediction of hazards are calculated from these default parameters. There is a need to support parameters that are specific to the part used in the circuit. Retrieving these parameter values is accomplished by adding a layer of characterization data on the SBOL designs produced from the technology mapping tool. These characterization data will be accessed by the VPR model generation procedure described by Misirili et al [149]. This will, ideally, provide a more accurate depiction of the biological parts that were selected for the technology mapping procedure and how well it behaves in the circuit.
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